Daily Announcements September 2005 by Wofford College.  Office of Marketing and Communications
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 1, 2005 at 11:25 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Thursday, September 01, 2005
- Books Are Ready




The books are ready. Athletes, your information is in so you can get your books now. Book
voucher students you can get your books starting on Saturday Sept. 3. No need to wait until
Monday. 




Complimentary Admission Policy for Football Games
Faculty/Staff Complimentary Tickets
We are happy to inform you that we will once again provide up to two complimentary tickets to
each College employee for our home football games; however we have a few new policies in
place due to our new contract with TicketsXchange, LLC. Please follow the simple guidelines listed
below:
To pick up your tickets, please follow these procedures:
1. On game day, go to the ticket booth located under the Scoreboard (in the endzone). Go to the
window marked Wofford Faculty/Staff Tickets. Absolutely no faculty/staff complimentary tickets
will be printed before game day. Faculty/staff will no longer be able to receive their tickets in
advance. 
2. Show your Wofford College employee ID to the ticket seller and they will then issue you one or
two general admission tickets (as needed) and ask for your signature upon receipt of your
ticket(s). If you need to purchase any additional tickets you may do so at this time. If you need
an ID made, contact the Wofford Public Safety Office between the hours of 8:00am and 4:00pm,
Monday through Friday.
3. Your tickets will be general admission tickets and can be used in the Faculty/Staff section
designated in Gibbs Stadium, Section H-11 (upper level).
Tickets are non-transferable and we ask you to help us in observing this requirement by not
distributing them to others. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Elizabeth
Wilkes or Caroline Thomas in the Ticket Office (x4090.) 
Student Admission to Home Football Games
Due to our new contract with Ticketsxchange, LLC we have a few new policies for Wofford
students to be admitted free of charge to home football games. 
1.) The student gate will be the side gate located off Evins Street beside the Curry Building. All
Wofford students MUST enter through this gate in order to receive free admission
2.) Students should present a VALID Wofford ID to the event staff person working the gate. The
ID will be scanned and if accepted the student will be allowed to enter the stadium.
No student will be admitted unless he/she has a valid Wofford ID so it is important for all
students to have their ID present upon entering the stadium. No exceptions will be made.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact Elizabeth Wilkes or Caroline Thomas in the
Ticket Office (x4090.) 
Typewriter Available
The Dean’s Office has an IBM Selectric typewriter which we no longer need in Academic Dean’s
office.  If anyone on campus could use this typewriter, please call Faith at ext. 4020.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 2, 2005 at 9:45 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Friday, September 02, 2005
- Complimentary Ticket Policies
- Campus-wide Worship Service
- Back to School Picnic
- Red Cross Needs Help Answering Phones
- Hurricane Relief Efforts
Complimentary Ticket Policies
Faculty/Staff Complimentary Tickets
We are happy to inform you that we will once again provide up to two complimentary tickets to
each College employee for our home football games; however we have a few new policies in
place due to our new contract with TicketsXchange, LLC. Please follow the simple guidelines listed
below:
To pick up your tickets, please follow these procedures:
1. On game day, go to the ticket booth located under the Scoreboard (in the endzone). Go to the
window marked Wofford Faculty/Staff Tickets. Absolutely no faculty/staff complimentary tickets
will be printed before game day. Faculty/staff will no longer be able to receive their tickets in
advance. 
2. Show your Wofford College employee ID to the ticket seller and they will then issue you one or
two general admission tickets (as needed) and ask for your signature upon receipt of your
ticket(s). If you need to purchase any additional tickets you may do so at this time. If you need
an ID made, contact the Wofford Public Safety Office between the hours of 8:00am and 4:00pm,
Monday through Friday.
3. Your tickets will be general admission tickets and can be used in the Faculty/Staff section
designated in Gibbs Stadium, Section H-11 (upper level).
Tickets are non-transferable and we ask you to help us in observing this requirement by not
distributing them to others. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Elizabeth
Wilkes or Caroline Thomas in the Ticket Office (x4090.) 
Student Admission to Home Football Games
Due to our new contract with Ticketsxchange, LLC we have a few new policies for Wofford
students to be admitted free of charge to home football games. 
1.) The student gate will be the side gate located off Evins Street beside the Curry Building. All
Wofford students MUST enter through this gate in order to receive free admission
2.) Students should present a VALID Wofford ID to the event staff person working the gate. The
ID will be scanned and if accepted the student will be allowed to enter the stadium.
No student will be admitted unless he/she has a valid Wofford ID so it is important for all
students to have their ID present upon entering the stadium. No exceptions will be made.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact Elizabeth Wilkes or Caroline Thomas in the
Ticket Office (x4090.)
Campus-wide Worship Service
A Campus-wide Service of Worship will be held this Sunday morning, September 4, at 10:30am
in Great Oaks Hall. Included in this service will be our annual Blessing for Entering Students.
Chaplain Robinson’s sermon will be, “We’re Not In This Alone.” An offering for Hurricane Katrina
Relief will be received.
Back to School Picnic
All Wofford employees are reminded of the Back to School Picnic to be held on Saturday,
September 3, at 5:30 p.m. under the big tent on the Liberty Trail lot near the football stadium.
Please come and bring your families. As you know, all Wofford faculty and staff are entitled to 2
complimentary tickets to each home football game. However, for this game only, free admission
will be provided for your entire family.
In order to obtain football tickets for yourself and your family this Saturday, you are asked to
follow the policy that has been put into place by the Athletic Department for complimentary
admission. All faculty and staff must have their family members accompany them to the ticket
booth located under the Scoreboard (in the end zone). Go to the window marked Wofford
Faculty/Staff Tickets. Show your Wofford College employee I.D. to the ticket sellers. They will ask
for your signature and issue you the appropriate number of tickets for your family. The tickets will
be general admission and can be used in the Faculty/Staff section designated in Gibbs Stadium,
Section H-11 (upper level).
If you have questions about tickets, please contact Elizabeth Wilkes or Caroline Thomas in the
Ticket Office (x4090). We hope you can join us on Saturday for a time of fun, food, and
fellowship.
Red Cross Needs Help Answering Phones
Due to the immense public response for the victims of Hurricane Katrina, The Piedmont Chapter
of the American Red Cross needs volunteers to man phone lines, ect. at our Garner Road office. If
you (or anyone you know) has some time to spare over the next couple of weeks, we would love




If you are interested in supporting relief efforts for those affected by Hurricane Katrina, you may
access helpful information on the Service Learning website at (Jenni, can you fill in here). Or, you
may contact Lyn Pace at 864.597.4402 and/or pacepl@wofford.edu.
Individual and group opportunities are available.
This message is sponsored by The Service Learning Center.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Hurricane Relief Efforts
Date: September 2, 2005 at 2:29 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int
Hurricane Relief Efforts
If you are interested in supporting relief efforts for those affected by Hurricane Katrina, you may access
helpful information on the Service Learning website at
http://www.wofford.info/serviceLearning/hurricaneRelief.asp. Or, you may contact Lyn Pace at
864.597.4402 and/or pacepl@wofford.edu.
Individual and group opportunities are available.
This message is sponsored by The Service Learning Center.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 5, 2005 at 11:41 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Monday, September 05, 2005
- Spartanburg Bands Together, Saturday, Sept. 10 -- Hurricane Katrina Relief
- From Career Services:
- Salome Sandoval Opens Troubadour Series
- Help Katrina Victims
- ED PSYC Book
- From Clayton Whisnant
Spartanburg Bands Together, Saturday, Sept. 10 -- Hurricane Katrina Relief
The City of Spartanburg and a large group of local organizations and individuals will host
Spartanburg Bands Together from 3-10 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 10, at Barnet Park.  Donations
will be requested for admission.  Local and regional bands are being gathered to perform, and a
special Gospel/Contemporary Christian segment will be featured from 3-5 p.m.  Our campus
community is invited to participate and to attend.  If you are interested in participating or
volunteering, please contact Mandy Merck with the City of Spartanburg Special Events Office at




Immediate internship in radio production:
Paul J. Bopp, financial advisor and husband of Professor Bopp in the Psychology Department, is
seeking an intern to help with the preparation and production of a weekly financial radio program.
You may email paul.j.bopp@ampf.com or fax 587-2233 your resume to him. Job begins in mid-
September.
Salome Sandoval Opens Troubadour Series
The first performance of this year's Troubadour Series at Wofford is Tuesday, September 6, at
7:00 pm in the Papadopoulos Building. Featured is Salome Sandoval, a young Venezuelan
virtuoso of the guitar and a very accomplished soprano. Please visit her website at
www.salomesandoval.com to learn more about this remarkable young performer. The recital is
free to all students and the Wofford community.
Help Katrina Victims
Katrina, one of the most punishing storms to hit the United States in decades, struck Louisiana
with 140 mile per hour winds, then slammed into neighboring Mississippi and Alabama. 
Tragedy, damage and chaos wracked the U.S. Gulf Coast and now overwhelmed authorities try to
rescue the living, protect those in shelters and rebuild the communities following Hurricane
Katrina. 
In an effort to help this cause, we have created a program that allows us to accept donations
from our customers at the registers. 100% of all proceeds will be passed along in lump sum to




My wife, Megan DeMoss, wants to run for District 7 school board, but to get on the ballot she
needs a lot more signatures by Wednesday. If you didn't get a chance to sign at the Saturday
picnic but would like to help, I have a petition in my office.
To sign, you must live in subdistrict 75, meaning that your kids would go through any of the
elementary schools feeding into McCracken Jr. High. This is generally the east side of town
(Hillbrook, other neighborhoods down Ferwood-Glendale, Fernwood, Converse Heights, etc.).
In case you are wondering, a signature is not a pledge to vote for Megan. The signature just is to
help Megan get on the ballot.
Thanks,
Clayton Whisnant
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Opening Convocation
Date: September 5, 2005 at 1:56 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int
Opening Convocation
All students and members of the faculty and staff are urged to attend Opening Convocation this
Tuesday, September 6 at 11:00 am.  Because of the renovations in Leonard Auditorium, the
Convocation this year will be in Benjamin Johnson Arena.  Keynote speaker is the Reverend Timothy
L. Auman, Chaplain at Wake Forest University, a distinguished member of the Wofford Class of 1980. 
Faculty and members of the administration will march in academic regalia.  This is an important event
in the life of the college and a great way for the community to come together to begin a new academic
year.  Please be there.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 6, 2005 at 10:05 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Tuesday, September 06, 2005
- Important Reminder About Reserving Rooms on Campus
- Web Sites about Katrina
- Special offer for Wofford students
- Salome Sandoval to Sing at Wofford
- Wofford College Interest Fair 2005
- How can you be Wofford's "top dog"?
- Closing Richardson Building
- Memory Walk
- Spartanburg Bands Together, Saturday, Sept. 10
- Lost and Found
Important Reminder About Reserving Rooms on Campus
To avoid potential conflicts, students or faculty wishing to use rooms on campus for meetings,
class make-ups, visiting speakers, etc., should make a reservation.  Listing the event on the
campus calendar does not automatically reserve the room nor does reserving a room
automatically list the event on the campus calendar.  Below is a list of people responsible for
making reservations in various campus locations.  Please do not use a room without making a
reservation even though it is empty at the time you might have a need for it—someone with a
reservation might come in 10 minutes after you are into your meeting.
 
Off-campus (non-Wofford) groups or organizations must make reservations through John Blair.
 
AAAS Lounge—Kay Vipperman, Ext. 4260
Anna Todd Wofford Meeting Room in Andrew Field House—Heather Morrow, Ext. 4048
Athletic Facilities—Andy Kiah, Ext. 4157
Black Science Annex—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Board Room, DuPre Administration Building—Amanda Gilman, Ext. 4010
Daniel Building—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Dean’s Dining Room (Ginkgo Room)—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Dupre and Shipp Hall Lounges—Angela Thomas, Ext. 4041
Holcombe Room—Kay Vipperman, Ext. 4260
Lecture Cinema Room (McMillan Theatre)—John Blair, Ext. 4404
Library Conference Room—Rosa Bethea, Ext. 4514
Main Building—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Montgomery Room (Faculty Dining Room)—Kay Vipperman, Ext. 4260
Olin Building—Cathy Conner, Ext. 4500
Papadopoulos Lounge—M. Susan Lancaster, Ext. 4132
Roger Milliken Science Center—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Verandah Room—Terri Lewitt, Ext. 4096 (faculty/staff only)
Web Sites about Katrina
The Library has assembled a web page of web sites for information on Hurricane Katrina and its
aftermath.  You'll find the link on the Library's home page.
Special offer for Wofford students
Be sure and show your Wofford College ID at Mr. Gatti's every Wednesday for a special deal!
For lunch or dinner on Wednesdays, simply show your Wofford ID and recieve a pizza buffet and
drink for only $5.50 plus tax.
Mr. Gatti's is located in Poppy Square just down the road from Wofford on Garner Rd. and is a
proud supporter of Wofford athletics.
Salome Sandoval to Sing at Wofford
The Troubadour Series at Wofford opens this evening (Tues., Sept. 6) with a performance by
Salome Sandoval, a young concert guitarist from Venezuela who also sings soprano. The concert
is at 7:00 pm in the Papadopoulos Building and is free to all students and the Wofford
community. Read more about Salome at www.salomesandoval.com.
Wofford College Interest Fair 2005
Just a reminder to all students, faculty and staff that Tuesday, September 13, 2005 from 5 pm to
7 pm is the Wofford College Interest Fair. The Interest Fair will be held at the front of Old Main. 
If you are interesting in getting involved in the Wofford College or Spartanburg Community you
do not want to miss this event. Please come and learn about the various student, religious, and
community service organizations located on and off of campus. 
Interested in reserving a booth? Please contact Mr. Darrin Goss at ext. 4043 or by email at
gossd@wofford.edu. Please make all reservations by Friday, September 9, 2005.
How can you be Wofford's "top dog"?
If you would like to serve as Wofford's "top dog" -- Boss the terrier, our mascot -- at athletic
events and many other community functions around Spartanburg, please call ext. 4110 or e-mail
mathisld@wofford.edu ASAP.




The Richardson Building will be closed Tuesday September 6th from 11am - 12pm for Opening
Convocation.
Memory Walk
Dear Faculty and Staff,
On Saturday, September 10th, Wofford will be hosting a Memory Walk for the local Alzheimer’s
Association. Please join the Wofford Faculty and Staff team to walk this Saturday at 10am at the
paved circle between Gibbs Stadium and the Intramural Field. In addition to the walk, there will
also be fun and activities for families, including acoustic Buffett music performed by our own Dr.
Dave Pittman.
Alzheimer’s Disease has affected many of our lives. In a recent Gallup poll commissioned by the
Alzheimer’s Association, 1 in 10 Americans said that they had a family member with Alzheimer’s
and 1 in 3 knew someone with the disease. The money raised will go directly to improve the lives
of those affected by Alzheimer’s in upstate South Carolina. Funds will also promote research and
effective treatments in our area.
Follow This Link or use the below link to sign-up to walk with our team. You can also register the
day of the walk (Saturday at 10am). Any questions can be directed to the team captain (Kara
Bopp) or Lyn Pace.
If any of your students are interested in joining a walk team, they can sign-up with Dr. Stacey
Hettes.
http://mw05.kintera.org/faf/r.asp?t=4&i=104287&u=104287-92005543&e=349139773
Spartanburg Bands Together, Saturday, Sept. 10
The City of Spartanburg and a large group of local organizations and individuals will host
Spartanburg Bands Together from 3-10 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 10, at Barnet Park. Donations
will be requested for admission. Local and regional bands are being gathered to perform, and a
special Gospel/Contemporary Christian segment will be featured from 3-5 p.m. Our campus
community is invited to participate and to attend. If you are interested in participating or
volunteering, please contact Mandy Merck with the City of Spartanburg Special Events Office at
562-4195 or mmerck@cityofspartanburg.org. Make plans to attend and help in this Spartanburg
community effort.
Lost and Found
Found: A personal item belonging to "Derek Walker" from Baylor School in Tennessee was found
in the Marsh parking lot. Persons wishing to claim said item will need to identify it at the
switchboard in the Olin Building.
Found a black Pacific Traders sunglasses. If anyone wants to claim them they can contact me at
wattsmc@wofford.edu.
Found: one pair of glasses with silver frame, one gray hooded sweatshirt. Visit Olin switchboard
to claim.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: New Senior Accountant
Date: September 6, 2005 at 10:38 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
The Business Office welcomes Amanda Abrams as our new Senior Accountant. Amanda is
a native of the Upstate. She earned a BS in Business Administration, Concentration in
Accounting at USC-Spartanburg and a Masters in Professional Accountancy from Clemson.
She returned to the Upstate after working in Atlanta. Please join us in welcoming her into
the Wofford Community.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 7, 2005 at 9:23 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Wednesday, September 07, 2005
- Study Abroad Informational Session
- Washington Semester Program
- From Career Services - Sptbg Internship
- Web Sites about Katrina
- Old Gold & Black
- Washington Semester Program
- Travel Grants
- Presbyterian Students Association
- Wofford Theatre
- Wednesday, 8:00 pm, Players Corner
- Holy Communion
- First Home Volleyball Match
- Back to School Party
- Lost and Found
Study Abroad Informational Session
If you are interested in studying abroad, please attend an informational session with Barrie Short,
our IES representative, at 11am in Olin 114 on Thursday (Sept. 8). She will discuss program
options, applications, and offerings onsite.
Washington Semester Program
Beth Burn from USC will hold an informational session Thursday at 11am in Olin 118 regarding
the Washington Semester Program. If you are interested in obtaining an internship in DC
(congressional or otherwise), please attend this worthwhile meeting. See
http://www.iopa.sc.edu/ws/default.asp for more information.
From Career Services - Sptbg Internship
Immediate internship in radio production: Paul J. Bopp, financial advisor and husband of
Professor Bopp in the Psychology Department, is seeking an intern to help with the preparation
and production of a weekly financial radio program. You may submit your resume either by email
or by fax:
paul.j.bopp@ampf.com or 587-2233
Web Sites about Katrina
The Library has assembled a web page of web sites for information on Hurricane Katrina and its
aftermath. You'll find the link on the Library's home page.
Old Gold & Black
The Old Gold & Black newspaper is looking for anyone interested in joining the staff as a
contributing writer. We're also looking for anyone who may be interested in helping with layout.
Contact Drew Timmons at timmonsba@wofford.edu for general information.
Washington Semester Program
Students with a 3.0 GPA interested in pursuing a semester-long internship in Washington, DC
should attend an informational session on Thursday, Sept. 8 at 11am in Olin 118. Beth Burn, the
program’s representative from USC, will be on campus to discuss the program and its internship
options (congressional and otherwise). See http://www.iopa.sc.edu/ws/default.asp for more
information.
Travel Grants
Students planning to travel during interim and in need of funds are encouraged to apply for
Wofford Travel Grants. Deadline for submission is Sept. 15 at 5pm in the Office of Programs
Abroad. You may access an application at
http://www.wofford.edu/studyAbroad/lesesneTravelGrant.asp.
Presbyterian Students Association
Join us at the PSA House Wednesday for Ice Cream, Karaoke and making Hurricane Survivor Kits.
We will meet at 8:30pm. 864 582-5600
http://www.spartanburgpsa.org  
Wofford Theatre
This fall the Wofford Theatre invites freshmen, sophomore, juniors and seniors interested in
acting to register for Theater 301: Acting on Tuesday and Thursday at 1pm. Whether you are
interested in pursuing a major or career in the theatrical arts, bettering your chances when
auditioning for a play, or just improving your ability to stand in front of a group of people and
communicate, this class can help you achieve your goals. This class includes basic acting
strategies, styles, and techniques, and students are required to perform monologues and scenes
with an acting partner. For information about the class please contact Dr. Ferguson at
fergusonma@wofford.edu or call extension 4081. Space in the class is limited and the class is
only offered every three semesters, so act soon!
Wednesday, 8:00 pm, Players Corner
Bring one of your books, bring all of your books, or just bring yourself, and join the Wofford
Community for a brief Blessing of the Books and Ice Cream Social (featuring President Dunlap’s
favorite: Dove Bars) Live music. Sponsored by The Campus Ministry Center.
Holy Communion
The Wofford Community celebrates Holy Communion each Thursday at 5:30 pm in AAAS
(Burwell.) The twenty-minute service is open to all. Refresh your spirit with this time of prayer
and sacrament.
First Home Volleyball Match
Please come support the Lady Terriers' first volleyball home match Tuesday, September 13 at
7:00 pm against Western Carolina.
Back to School Party
Wofford Activities Council invites you to join us for the Back to School Party, this Thursday,
September 8th from 9pm-midnight on the lawn behind Papadopolous. Follow the balloons on
Thursday if you aren't sure how to get there! Caribbean Cowboys will be playing and there will be
refreshments provided. This event is BYOB for those 21+.
Lost and Found
Found: a black purse with hot pink monogramming. Contact shelleymk@wofford.edu to claim.
Lost: the Palmetto Flag off of the Snyder Field stands. It was last seen yesterday morning, but is
now no longer flying. Please return to the Athletic Administration office or call 4110.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: from Ron Robinson - Katrina Relief
Date: September 7, 2005 at 9:24 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int
Thank you to the many members of the Wofford Community who have been concerned about and
involved in relief efforts for those who have been impacted by Hurricane Katrina.
 
In an effort to focus the college’s efforts for maximum impact, President Dunlap has asked me to
coordinate our efforts to provide much needed assistance.
 
Wofford is involved in the following areas of help:
1)       Raising of funds.
2)       Responding to needs of displaced students and faculty from the affected areas. 
3)       Responding to Wofford students and staff whose extended families are impacted.
4)       Coordinating immediate local efforts for supply gathering and distribution.
5)       Providing training for Disaster Relief workers.
6)       Exploring Fall Break and Interim possibilities for recovery work.
 
We have established a Katrina Cabinet, and want to run everything we do through them.  In this
way we focus our efforts, increase our impact and avoid being so fragmented that we misuse
resources and minimize effectiveness.
 
Should you have a project or know of ideas or agencies whose projects interest you, please
forward them to campusministry@wofford.edu.  Please put “Katrina Relief” in the subject line. 
 
Thank you for your many acts of kindness and your commitment to meeting the many needs of
those who are now suffering.
 
Ron Robinson, Chaplain
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: information on daily announcements
Date: September 7, 2005 at 11:45 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int
Daily Announcements
If you would like to send a Daily Announcement, please visit
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements to submit your message.  You will need to enter your W
number, name, email and date of the announcement.
- Each announcement may be posted twice.
- Announcements must be posted before 11:00 pm the night before they are sent out.
- Please refrain from posting ads or solicitations of any kind.
- Announcements are sent out Monday – Friday (not on weekends).
If you have any questions, contact Jenni Page at pagejb@wofford.edu or 4171.  
Thank you for your cooperation on this.
Jenni Page
Web Office
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Reminder - Reserving Rooms on Campus
Date: September 7, 2005 at 5:47 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int
Reserving Rooms/Other Areas on Campus
 
To avoid potential conflicts, students or faculty wishing to use rooms on campus for
meetings, class make-ups, visiting speakers, etc., should make a reservation.  Listing the
event on the campus calendar does not automatically reserve the room nor does
reserving a room automatically list the event on the campus calendar.  Below is a list of
people responsible for making reservations in various campus locations.  Please do not
use a room without making a reservation even though it is empty at the time you might
have a need for it—someone with a reservation might come in 10 minutes after you are
into your meeting.
 
Off-campus (non-Wofford) groups or organizations must make reservations through John
Blair.
 
AAAS Lounge—Kay Vipperman, Ext. 4260
Anna Todd Wofford Meeting Room in Andrew Field House—Heather Morrow, Ext. 4048
Athletic Facilities—Andy Kiah, Ext. 4157
Black Science Annex—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Board Room, DuPre Administration Building—Amanda Gilman, Ext. 4010
Daniel Building—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Dean’s Dining Room (Ginkgo Room)—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Dupre and Shipp Hall Lounges—Angela Thomas, Ext. 4041
Holcombe Room—Kay Vipperman, Ext. 4260
Lecture Cinema Room (McMillan Theatre)—John Blair, Ext. 4404
Library Conference Room—Rosa Bethea, Ext. 4514
Main Building—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Montgomery Room (Faculty Dining Room)—Kay Vipperman, Ext. 4260
Olin Building—Cathy Conner, Ext. 4500
Papadopoulos Lounge—M. Susan Lancaster, Ext. 4132
Roger Milliken Science Center—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Verandah Room—Terri Lewitt, Ext. 4096 (faculty/staff only)
 
Lawn events—John Blair, Ext. 4404
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements - Friday, September 09, 2005
Date: September 9, 2005 at 9:36 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
- FREE Ice Cream
- Are You Involved In Your Community?
- Student Involvement with Hurricane Relief
- Wofford Worship Sunday at 11:00am
- Kappa Loves the Kids
FREE Ice Cream
Saturday, September 10 there will be ice cream sundaes for all students to enjoy in the Commons from
7:00pm until 9:00pm. Sponsored by the Association of Multicultural Students.
Are You Involved In Your Community?
Join the lovely ladies of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. as we keep our community clean and beautiful
on Saturday, Sept 10 from 9am - 11am. Meet us at Aunt M's Gas Station (Citgo) on Asheville Highway.
Help your community and get involved!
Student Involvement with Hurricane Relief
To respond to the immediate concerns in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, Wofford students are
offering their time and energy to assist the faculty and staff. If you or your office has Hurricane Relief
Health Kit supplies that need to be assembled, please contact Lyn Pace at 597.4402 or at
pacepl@wofford.edu . Students will assemble and deliver the kits.
If you want more information on the health kits or other hurricane relief efforts, visit the Service
Learning website at http://www.wofford.edu/serviceLearning/hurricaneRelief.asp
Wofford Worship Sunday at 11:00am
The Wofford Community is invited to a Service of Worship Sunday Morning, September 11, at 11:00am
in McMillan Theater. The Theme of Worship will be "Unexcused Absences."
Kappa Loves the Kids
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. is sponsoring a "Kappa Loves the Kids" event today Friday Sept. 9th
from 3pm-6pm. We and any other interested participants will volunteer at the following Boys and Girls
Club locations: The Hanger, Park Hills Elementary, and Mary H Wright Elementary. If you are free and
want to participate come and join us. For more information or directions please contact Phillip
Hutchinson ext. 5246.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements - Thursday, September 08, 2005
Date: September 8, 2005 at 10:32 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
- Washington Semester Program
- Study Abroad Informational Session
- WAC Back to School Party
- Student Manager for Men's Basketball
- Reserving Rooms on Campus
- FREE Ice Cream
- The U and You
- Movie Madness - McMillan Theater 8 pm Friday Sept.
- Movie Madness @ McMillan Theatre - Friday at 8pm 
- Holy Communion
- Wofford Worship Sunday at 11:00am
- Are You Involved In Your Community?
Washington Semester Program
Beth Burn from USC will hold an informational session today at 11am in Olin 118 regarding the
Washington Semester Program. If you are interested in obtaining an internship in DC (congressional or
otherwise), please attend this worthwhile meeting. See http://www.iopa.sc.edu/ws/default.asp for more
information.
Study Abroad Informational Session
Students interested in studying overseas should attend an informational session in Olin 114 at 11am on
Thursday, September 8. Barrie Short, IES Representative, will be on campus to discuss study abroad
opportunities.
WAC Back to School Party
Join the Wofford Activities Council TONIGHT for the Back to School Bash! It will be held on the lawn
behind Papadopoulos from 9pm-12mid. Caribbean Cowboys will be playing. This event is BYOB for
those 21 and older, and refreshments and non-alcoholic beverages will be provided for everyone!
Student Manager for Men's Basketball
We are looking for people who are interested in being a student manager for the Men’s Basketball
program. If you are eligible for work study or if you are interested at all; please call Coach Kerns at 597-
4158.
Reserving Rooms on Campus
To avoid potential conflicts, students or faculty wishing to use rooms on campus for meetings, class
To avoid potential conflicts, students or faculty wishing to use rooms on campus for meetings, class
make-ups, visiting speakers, etc., should make a reservation. Listing the event on the campus calendar
does not automatically reserve the room nor does reserving a room automatically list the event on the
campus calendar. Below is a list of people responsible for making reservations in various campus
locations. Please do not use a room without making a reservation even though it is empty at the time
you might have a need for it—someone with a reservation might come in 10 minutes after you are into
your meeting.
Off-campus (non-Wofford) groups or organizations must make reservations through John Blair.
AAAS Lounge—Kay Vipperman, Ext. 4260
Anna Todd Wofford Meeting Room in Andrew Field House—Heather Morrow, Ext. 4048
Athletic Facilities—Andy Kiah, Ext. 4157
Black Science Annex—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Board Room, DuPre Administration Building—Amanda Gilman, Ext. 4010
Daniel Building—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Dean’s Dining Room (Ginkgo Room)—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
DuPre and Shipp Hall Lounges—Angela Thomas, Ext. 4041
Holcombe Room—Kay Vipperman, Ext. 4260
Lecture Cinema Room (McMillan Theatre)—John Blair, Ext. 4404
Library Conference Room—Rosa Bethea, Ext. 4320
Main Building—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Montgomery Room (Faculty Dining Room)—Kay Vipperman, Ext. 4260
Olin Building—Cathy Conner, Ext. 4500
Papadopoulos Lounge—M. Susan Lancaster, Ext. 4132
Roger Milliken Science Center—Faith Morris, Ext. 4020
Verandah Room—Terri Lewitt, Ext. 4096 (faculty/staff only)
FREE Ice Cream
Saturday, September 10 there will be ice cream sundaes for all students to enjoy in the Commons from
7:00pm until 9:00pm. Sponsored by the Association of Multicultural Students.
The U and You
Wofford Service Learning and Twin Towers are inviting Latino families in Spartanburg for their first
monthly event on Sunday. The college community is invited to come and support the families, Wofford
outreach, and of course the soccer team. Families will arrive at the men's soccer game at 1p, but
volunteers are needed. If you would like to volunteer, please contact Lisa Hayes,
hayesmm@wofford.edu .
Movie Madness - McMillan Theater 8 pm Friday Sept.
Come down to the McMillan Theatre in the Campus Life Building this Friday, September 9 at 8:00 pm
for opening night. All students are invited to attend, and there is no charge for admission. Every
weekend, a variety of movies will be showcased on the big screen, with full surround sound and comfy
stadium seating!
The premiere for 2005-06 season will be "Hitch", starring Will Smith and Eva Mendes. "While helping
his latest client woo the fine lady of his dreams, a professional "date doctor" (Smith) finds game doesn't
quite work on the gossip columnist (Mendes) with whom he's smitten." 
quite work on the gossip columnist (Mendes) with whom he's smitten." 
Movie Madness @ McMillan Theatre - Friday at 8pm
Come down to the McMillan Theatre in the Campus Life Building this Friday, September 9 at 8:00 pm
for opening night. All students are invited to attend, and there is no charge for admission. Every
weekend, a variety of movies will be showcased on the big screen, with full surround sound and comfy
stadium seating!
The premiere for 2005-06 season will be "Hitch", starring Will Smith and Eva Mendes. "While helping
his latest client woo the fine lady of his dreams, a professional "date doctor" (Smith) finds game doesn't
quite work on the gossip columnist (Mendes) with whom he's smitten." http://imdb.com/title/tt0386588/
Holy Communion
The Wofford Community celebrates Holy Communion each Thursday at 5:30 pm in AAAS (Burwell.)
The twenty-minute service is open to all. Refresh your spirit with this time of prayer and sacrament.
Wofford Worship Sunday at 11:00am
The Wofford Community is invited to a Service of Worship Sunday morning, September 11, at 11:00am
in McMillan Theater. Associate Chaplain Lyn Pace will have the sermon.
Are You Involved In Your Community?
Join the lovely ladies of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. as we keep our community clean and beautiful
on Saturday, Sept 10 from 9am - 11am. Meet us at Aunt M's Gas Station (Citgo) on Asheville Highway.
Help your community and get involved!
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
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Subject: from John Lefebvre
Date: September 12, 2005 at 3:17 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Dear Wofford Family,
 
Thanks to the hard work of Debbi Thompson and her staff, the Homecoming Street Party has
blossomed into one of the most memorable events for alumni returning to Wofford.  It has gotten
progressively more elaborate and inclusive over the past 3 years.  This would not be possible without
the help of other members of the Wofford Family.  One way that the faculty and staff have been able to
help is to man the beer stations that are located around the event.
            
Personally, this is one event that I look forward to each year.  I have had a great time each year that I
have helped.  It is hard to say whether I get more joy from seeing students again and catching up with
them, or working and getting to know other faculty and staff members.  In order to increase
opportunities for both, there has been a need to increase the number of volunteers each year.  This
allows each volunteer the flexibility to leave early, come late, and to take breaks to talk to students and
friends.  The more volunteers, the more flexibility and the more fun.
 
Once again I am asking for volunteers to help with the street party, especially the beer stands.  This is
task is not for everyone.  But, if you are interested, please let me know as soon as possible either by
phone or by email.  Either way, I will need to know what times you would like to work and your t-shirt
size (we are getting long sleeves this year).
 
This is an important event for the College, an exciting opportunity to help alumni affairs, and a lot of fun
to boot.  I hope you to hear from you soon.
 
John
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
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Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 12, 2005 at 9:57 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int, Wofford Students (WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int)
WoffordStudents@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Monday, September 12, 2005
- Travel Grants for Interim
- From Career Services:
- Love it? Hate it? Both?
- Volunteers Needed for International Festival
- Mandala
- Theatre Open-House and Auditions
- Open Campus Union Meeting
- Lost and Found
Travel Grants for Interim
Students planning to travel during interim and in need of funds are encouraged to apply for
Wofford Travel Grants. Deadline for submission is Thursday, Sept. 15 at 5pm in the Office of
Programs Abroad. You may access an application at
http://www.wofford.edu/studyAbroad/lesesneTravelGrant.asp.
From Career Services:
Marketing Internship in Spartanburg:
Partners for Active Living, a non-profit organization working to improve and support active living
habits in Sptbg, has an unpaid marketing internship available. No major is required but applicants
must be comfortable in a “writing-intense program.” Hours are flexible.
Internship Goals: Assist in promoting and expanding the “Step It Up!” program (See www.active-
living.org) within the Spartanburg community; prospect companies for this program; develop
interactive programs similar to “Palmetto Trail Hike” to track participant progress. (Web design
skills are not needed.) Email resume to: LRingo@active-living.org.
Love it? Hate it? Both?
Please join us tomorrow night as speaker Michael Leahy presents Porn Nation. Unravel the
mysteries of the Porn Industry and how it affects us as a nation and individually. The program
begins at 8:30 in McMillan Theater. Can't make it at 8:30? We'll do it again at 10:00.
For more information email HillRG@wofford.edu or visit http://www.bravehearts.net.
Volunteers Needed for International Festival
The Spartanburg International Festival, an event that celebrates Spartanburg's diverse
community with food, music, fun & dance, will be held this year at Barnet Park on Saturday,
community with food, music, fun & dance, will be held this year at Barnet Park on Saturday,
October 1, 2005.
The International Festival committee is looking for volunteers from Wofford to assist throughout
the day during different time slots beginning at 9am and ending at 9pm. In order to receive a
free t-shirt, please sign up by September 15th.
If you are interested or would like more information, please contact Lyn Pace at 597.4402 or
pacepl@wofford.edu.
Mandala
The Living-Learning Community for the Arts is sponsoring the creation of two artworks (the
mandalas) in front of Old Main. 
Did you know . . . 
Mandala is a Sanskrit word that means circle, and in some cases, community. There are many
different types of mandalas with many different purposes. In Tibetan Buddhism, the symbol is
known as a “yantra” and is used as an instrument of ritual—a tool for meditation. As opposed to
many other forms of art that encourage and award self-expression, Buddhist mandalas are valued
for their collaboration. Monks work together, usually with sand, to create ornate and colorful
circular images. The artwork is often swept away within the day and released into a body of
water. According to Carl Jung, the mandala “compensates the disorder and confusion of the
psychic state—namely, through the construction of a central point to which everything is related,
or by a concentric arrangement of the disordered multiplicity and of contradictory and
irreconcilable elements.” The mandala is an archetype of wholeness—psychic and spiritual
wholeness. 
Theatre Open-House and Auditions
The annual Wofford Theatre Open House will be held this Tuesday, September 13th. Come to
learn about what is in store this season both on and off-stage and have a good time. The event
will be a small party (food and drinks included) and we will talk about the upcoming plays and
opportunities in the theatre. Also, after the Open House we will be holding auditions for the fall
production of Tom Stoppard's Arcadia. The open house will start at 6:30 and auditions at 7:30pm.
If you cannot make it on Tuesday, but would like to audition, a second round will be held the next
day, the 14th at 7pm. Feel free to e-mail Patrick Brennan at brennanph@wofford.edu with any
questions
Open Campus Union Meeting
The Wofford College Campus Union will have its first Assembly meeting of the semester tonight at
6:30pm in the Olin Theater. If you are interested in becoming involved in Campus Union, this
open meeting would be a perfect opportunity to witness what the Assembly accomplishes in its
weekly meetings. We would love to have you there!
Lost and Found
Lost: a navy blue L.L. Bean book bag with three books in it. The books were for Chemistry 123,
Zoology, and Western Civilization 101. Contact huntleygf@wofford.edu  if found (Gerald Huntley).
Lost:  The legs to my executive chair are missing.  Please email nelsonmj@wofford.edu if found.
Found: a silver earring on the path from DuPre Dorm to Campus Life. Contact Dr. Wiseman at
4510 to claim.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 13, 2005 at 9:57 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Tuesday, September 13, 2005
- Michael Leahy Speaks on Porn Nation
- Wesley Fellowship Wednesday
- Service Learning 101: Lunch and Discussion
- PSA: Tuesday at 6:30 pm
- Campus Outreach Cookout
- Deadline for Studying Abroad in Spring 2006
- Auditions for Tom Stoppard's Arcadia Tonight
- Intramurals Sign-Up
Michael Leahy Speaks on Porn Nation
Please join us tonight as speaker Michael Leahy presents Porn Nation! Unravel the mysteries of
the Porn Industry and how it affects us as a nation and individually. The program begins at 8:30
in McMillan Theater. Can't make it at 8:30? We'll do it again at 10:00.
For more information email HillRG@wofford.edu or visit http://www.bravehearts.net. This
message is sponsored be Campus Crusade.
Wesley Fellowship Wednesday
Wesley Fellowship will have its first meeting of the semester Wednesday, September 14 at 5:30
PM in the PSA House. We will be eating Zaxby's and playing games. Meet in front of Burwell at
5:30 to walk across the street to the PSA House as a group. Stop by our booth at the Interest
Fair tonight for more information.
Service Learning 101: Lunch and Discussion
The Service Learning Center introduces its new lunch and discussion series, which will begin this
Friday, September 16th from 12-1pm in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. Lunch will be provided
(please RSVP 24 hours prior to the event at pacepl@wofford.edu).
Jean Crow, Program Manager at the Palmetto Conservation Foundation, will join us to talk about
Spartanburg's Bike Town initiative and how Wofford can be involved. Come join us for your
chance to win a free bike.
For more information, go to http://www.wofford.edu/serviceLearning/serviceLearning101.pdf.
PSA: Tuesday at 6:30 pm
Tuesday at PSA
6:30pm Dinner and a Program: Praise and Worship plus a panel of our co-moderators helping us




Join Campus Outreach for a cookout. Wednesday the 14th from 5-7 meet and eat for FREE in
front of Old Main. Can't wait to see you there!
Deadline for Studying Abroad in Spring 2006
Please note that the deadline for most spring programs overseas is Friday, September 30th at
5pm. Any interested students should stop by the Office of Programs Abroad for advising and
application materials as soon as possible.
Auditions for Tom Stoppard's Arcadia Tonight
Tonight the Wofford Theatre Workshop will be holding open student auditions for Tom Stoppard's
play "Arcadia". The auditions will begin promptly at 7:30 in the Tony White Theater following the
Theatre Open House at 6:30. Come and learn about what the Theatre is doing this year and how
to become involved on stage or behind the scenes. The Open House will be a party with food and
drinks provided with auditions following directly afterwards. A second round of auditions will be
held at 7:00 on Wednesday the 14th if you cannot attend tonight. Please contact Patrick Brennan





In order to register a team for Terrier Tag (Flag Football) each team captain must email a roster




Each roster must be a minimum of 7 players.
Each roster must be submitted by Monday September 26th
Each Team must designate a Team Captain and include their cell phone # for a team contact.
No player can be listed on more than one team roster.
Teams can add a player to their roster in the first two weeks of the season. Not including a player
that has already been listed on another team’s roster.
No player can participate in a game unless they are listed on the team’s roster.
 
If you have any questions you may contact me at interdonatotj@wofford.edu or call me at 4497.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
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Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 14, 2005 at 10:50 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Wednesday, September 14, 2005
- Mosaic
- IM Football
- Study Abroad with SIT
- Bard Globalization and Int'l Affairs Program
- Deadline for Studying Abroad in Spring 2006
- Medical/Clinical Internships Interim, #391
- From Career Services:
- WAC Drive-In Movie "Batman Begins"
- Constitution Day
- Day of Science at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
- Wofford Dance Team Tryouts
- SASO hosting Yoga Class
- Wesley Fellowship Tonight
- New Year for Rotaract
- Last Night of Arcadia Auditions
- Lost and Found
Mosaic
Please join us for Mosaic, tonight at 8:00 pm in the McMillan Theater.
IM football
Any faculty or staff interested in competing in the Terrier Tag flag football competition should
contact Matt Cathey at catheyme@wofford.edu. If we have enough interest, we'll field a team or
two. If you're interested, let Matt know by Friday, September 23.
Study Abroad with SIT
If you are interested in studying abroad with the School for International Training, there will be
an informational session with SIT Rep Sarah Martin on Thursday, September 15 at 11am in Olin
118. Deadline for most spring programs is September 30. See the study abroad website
(http://www.wofford.edu/studyAbroad/default.asp) for more information.
Bard Globalization and Int'l Affairs Program
If you are interested in obtaining an internship in New York City through Bard's Globalization and
Int'l Affairs Program, please attend an informational session on Thursday, September 15th at
11am in Olin 114. Bard Rep Richard Harrill will discuss the program and possible internship
opportunities. Check out http://www.bard.edu/bgia / for more information.
Deadline for Studying Abroad in Spring 2006
Please note that the deadline for most spring programs overseas is Friday, September 30th at
5pm. Any interested students should stop by the Office of Programs Abroad for advising and
application materials as soon as possible.
Medical/Clinical Internships Interim, #391
The clinical internships interim offered by Drs. Shiflet and Moss will register early, along with the
travel interims. The interest meeting is Tuesday, Sept, Milliken 103W [the genetics/cell lab], at
11, 11:20 or 11:40. If interested, stop by for one of those meetings.  We will not be able to take
anyone who doesn’t file an application by Firday, Sept. 23. Applications will be distributed at the
meeting.
From Career Services:
Marketing Internship in Sptbg:
Partners for Active Living, a non-profit organization working to improve and support active living
habits in Sptbg, has an unpaid marketing internship available. No major is required but applicants
must be comfortable in a “writing-intense program.” Hours are flexible.
Internship Goals: Assist in promoting and expanding the “Step It Up!” program (See www.active-
living.org) within the Spartanburg community; prospect companies for this program; develop
interactive programs similar “Palmetto Trail Hike” to track participant progress. (Web design skills
are not needed.)
Email resume to LRingo@active-living.org
WAC Drive-In Movie "Batman Begins"
"Batman Begins" will be played Thursday September 15th (this Thursday) @ 9pm on the big
screen in the front of Old Main on the lawn. There will be plenty of free food and drinks so bring a
blanket to sit on come ready for one of the best movies of this year.
Constitution Day
The Constitution of the United States of America
We the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice,
insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the United States of America. 
Constitution Day is this Saturday, September 17th. For Constitution Day the Wofford College
Public Policy Committee is holding a voter registration drive on Thursday afternoon, September
15th in Burwell. If you are interested in registering to vote, stop by Burwell to receive more
information. If you are unable to stop by contact Sean Hinton at Hintonsj@wofford.edu
Day of Science at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge National Laboratory is sponsoring Day of Science on Oct. 10. Last year, six Wofford
students attended, saw the kind of the research the lab is doing, and made contacts for possible
internships. Because of the contacts, Liz O'Quinn, a biology major obtaining the emphasis in
computational science, had a great internship at Oak Ridge this summer developing a
computational model of biochemical pathways. Oak Ridge is paying her way to attend the
Supercomputing conference in Seattle in the fall. If you are interested in attending the Day of
Science please register at http://www.orau.gov/dayofscience/, where you can find more
information about the day, and let Dr. Angela Shiflet (shifletab) know of your interest. 
Wofford Dance Team Tryouts
Dance team tryouts will take place this week. 
Clinics will be held on Wednesday, September 14 from 7-8:30pm and Thursday, September 15
from 7-9pm. Tryouts will be from 3-5pm on Friday, September 16. 
For more information please contact Jayne Wilmot at WilmotJA@Wofford.edu.
SASO hosting Yoga Class
Welcome back Wofford Terriers. SASO would like to introduce Yoga Classes this year as part of
helping keep Wofford healthier and to increase Wofford's cultural awareness. Prashant Patel will
be teaching the class along with help from members of SASO. If you have extensive yoga
experience and would like to teach what you have learned to the class, please contact Prashant at
patelpp@wofford.edu. The classes will begin Saturday, September 17th. It will be held at 11:00
AM in the J.R. Gross Meditation Garden located off of Liberty Trail off of Evins Street. Please join
us for Yoga. We will also have a Tuesday morning class at 7:30 AM the same location. To sign up
please send an email to Kishan Govind at govindk@wofford.edu. We encourage all faculty, staff,
and students to join us for Yoga classes. Thank you.
Wesley Fellowship Tonight
Wesley Fellowship will have its first meeting of the semester tonight at 5:30 in the PSA House.
We will have a "Welcome Back" meeting with games and Zaxby's chicken to get the semester off
to a fun start!! Meet in front of Burwell at 5:20 so we can walk across the street to the PSA house
as a group.
New Year for Rotaract
Rotaract will be having its first meeting for the year this Thursday, the 15th, at 11:30 in the AAAS
room (in ye ol' bottom floor of Burwell). For those of you who may not be greatly familiar,
Rotaract is a service organization which is associated with the international Rotary organization,
as well as the high school version, Interact. We are oh-so-excited about lots of new stuff this
as well as the high school version, Interact. We are oh-so-excited about lots of new stuff this
semester, so invitation is widely open to everyone! 
If you have any questions, you can e-mail SimpsonSS or DavisEK2@wofford.edu. Thanks.
Last Night of Arcadia Auditions
Tomorrow, September 14th The Wofford theatre is holding its last set of Auditions for Tom
Stoppard's Arcadia. If you wish to auditions for the play please come to the Tony White Theatre
tomorrow at 7:00 as this will be your last chance to audition. If you have any questions or
comments please e-mail Patrick Brennan at brennanph@wofford.edu.
Lost and Found
Found: watch--come by the Office of Student Affairs to identify and claim
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
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Subject: Daily Announcements
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To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Thursday, September 15, 2005
- Study Abroad with SIT
- Bard Globalization and Int'l Affairs Program
- WAC Drive-In Movie - "Batman Begins"
- Campus Job Opportunity
- SC State Government Career Fair - Sep. 28
- Caleb Farmer and Jonathan Lowry Win Grants
- Movie Nights in McMillan: Fri & Sun at 8 p.m.
- Terriers host Georgia Southern on CSS
- Volleyball hosts round robin tournament
- Constitution Day
- Holy Communion
- From Accounts Payable: New Mileage Rate
- From Accounts Payable: Expense Reimbursement
- Job Opening
- New Year for Rotaract
- Lost and Found
Study Abroad with SIT
If you are interested in studying abroad with the School for International Training, there will be
an informational session with SIT Rep Sarah Martin on TODAY at 11am in Olin 118. Deadline for
most spring programs is September 30. See the study abroad website
(http://www.wofford.edu/studyAbroad/default.asp) for more information.
Bard Globalization and Int'l Affairs Program
If you are interested in obtaining an internship in New York City through Bard's Globalization and
Int'l Affairs Program, please attend an informational session TODAY at 11am in Olin 114. Bard
Rep Richard Harrill will discuss the program and possible internship opportunities. Check out
http://www.bard.edu/bgia/ for more information.
WAC Drive-In Movie - "Batman Begins"
"Batman Begins" will be played tonight @ 9pm on the big screen in the front of Old Main on the
lawn. There will be plenty of free food and drinks so bring a blanket to sit on come ready for one
of the best movies of this year!
Campus Job Opportunity
For those of you looking for a flexible, fun, on-campus job that pays competitively, Wofford on
Call is the job for you. We are looking for enthusiastic individuals to contact alumni, parents and
Call is the job for you. We are looking for enthusiastic individuals to contact alumni, parents and
friends of the college by phone to request financial support for Wofford's Annual fund. 
We will be happy to work around schedules and appointments, but a minimum of two call
sessions a week of work will be expected. Night and afternoon hours are available. Calling will
begin the first week of October.
Applications are due Friday, September 16 so please contact Elizabeth Fields at
fieldsem@wofford.edu or ext. 4187 to get an application or to get more information as soon as
possible. We look forward to you taking part in this exciting and rewarding opportunity.
SC State Government Career Fair - Sep. 28
On Wednesday, September 28 from 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM, the SC State Government Career Fair
will be held in Columbia at the SC State Museum. More than 40 state agencies will be
represented. Also, a seminar on "Resume Writing, Interviewing Skills, & Other Job Search
Techniques" will be offered. You should take multiple copies of your resume to this event. If you
need assistance with your resume, please call Career Services at 4260. For complete information
on the career fair, go to www.ohr.sc.gov/OHR/careerfair/careerfair.html  
Caleb Farmer and Jonathan Lowry Win Grants
Congratulations to Caleb Farmer, a chemistry major, and Jonathan Lowry, a biology major, who
have been awarded $2,000 Bridge Grants from the South Carolina Space Grant Consortium. The
SC Space Grant Consortium (SCSG) established the Bridge Grant to fund promising technical and
community college students who intend to transfer to a four-year college within the Consortium
membership.
Movie Nights in McMillan: Fri & Sun at 8 p.m.
This week two films will be showcased as part of our series, Movie Nights in McMillan Theatre.
(There won't be a Saturday night movie due to the home football game.) Admission is open to
everyone, and free as always. McMillan Theatre is located in the Campus Life Building.
Friday Night at the Movies
September 16 at 8 p.m.
Never Been Kissed
"A journalist enrolls in her old high school as part of her research for a story." (starring Drew
Barrymore)
Sunday Night at the Movies
September 18 at 8 p.m.
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind
"A couple undergo a procedure to erase each other from their memories when their relationship
turns sour, but it is only through the process of loss that they discover what they had to begin
with." (starring Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet)
Terriers host Georgia Southern on CSS
Saturday night the Wofford football team hosts SoCon rival Georgia Southern in a game that will
be televised across the Southeast on CSS (Charter cable 58 in Spartanburg).
Kickoff at Gibbs Stadium is set for 7:00 pm, be sure and come early and make noise as we want
a great crowd for the regional TV broadcast.
For those out of the area that cannot attend the game or watch via CSS, you can listen to the
game live at www.spartanburg1400.com. The pre-game show begins at 6:30 pm.
Saturday's game is presented by Regional Sports Medicine at Wofford and Pet Dairy.
Volleyball hosts round robin tournament
The Terrier volleyball team hosts the Enterprise Rent-A-Car Volleyball Classic Friday and Saturday
inside the Benjamin Johnson Arena.
Below is the game schedule for the two-day round-robin event.
Friday - 1:00 pm - East Carolina vs. Charleston Southern
Friday - 3:30 pm - Wofford vs. Charleston Southern
Friday - 7:00 pm - Wofford vs. East Carolina
Saturday - 1:00 pm - Wofford vs. Charleston Southern
Be sure and come out and support the Terriers Friday and Saturday.
Constitution Day
The Constitution of the United States of America
We the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice,
insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the United States of America. 
Constitution Day is this Saturday, September 17th. For Constitution Day the Wofford College
Public Policy Committee is holding a voter registration drive on Thursday afternoon, September
15th in Burwell. If you are interested in registering to vote, stop by Burwell to receive more
information. If you are unable to stop by, contact Sean Hinton at Hintonsj@wofford.edu.
Holy Communion
The Wofford Community celebrates Holy Communion each Thursday at 5:30 pm in AAAS
(Burwell.) The twenty-minute service is open to all. Refresh your spirit with this time of prayer
and sacrament. 
From Accounts Payable: New Mileage Rate
Due to the recent increase in gas prices, the IRS has issued a new mileage rate of .485
The Campus Expense Report form has been updated to reflect this change. The form is available
under Public Folders>>Bulletin Board. Please save a copy of this form to your local desktop for
future use.
Please note that the new mileage rate will only apply to travel which took place September 1,
2005 forward. Any travel which occurred prior to September 1 will be paid at the old rate of .405
Thank you.
From Accounts Payable: Expense Reimbursement
All expense reimbursement requests must be turned in using the Campus Expense Report Form
with “typed in” information. This form is available under Public Folders>>Bulletin Board and
should be saved to your local desktop for future use. 
No check request forms, handwritten forms or other documents will be accepted. 
Expense reimbursement requests should be completed by the individual who has incurred the
expenses. This individual should also sign on the signature line. Only one expense reimbursement
form to be used per individual. At no time should this form include expenses, advance
information or checks for multiple people.
Once completed by the individual, the form should then be forwarded to the supervisor/budget
manager of the account being charged. The supervisor/budget manager should then sign on the
line marked “approved by” and also provide the “account number” to charge.
The supervisor/budget manager only approves and provides account number. The
supervisor/budget manager should not complete the request.
Once the form is signed by the individual and the approver, it should be sent to Accounts Payable
for processing.
If you have questions, please contact Terri Putman at 597-4222 or putmantw@wofford.edu.
Job Opening
Wofford Sports Marketing is looking for several energetic, outgoing and personable students for
this fall and beyond.
Qualifications include being good with kids and being available for many athletic functions as well
as community events. Certain height restrictions apply for this position as Wofford's "top dog" -
Boss the Terrier. 
This is a paid position. Call 597-4110 or e-mail mathisld@wofford.edu ASAP.
New Year for Rotaract
Slight change -- Rotaract will be having its first meeting for the year this Thursday, the 15th, at
12:00 (NOT 11:30 as previously posted...sorry) in the AAAS room (in ye ol' bottom floor of
12:00 (NOT 11:30 as previously posted...sorry) in the AAAS room (in ye ol' bottom floor of
Burwell). For those of you who may not be greatly familiar, Rotaract is a service organization
which is associated with the international Rotary organization, as well as the high school version,
Interact. We are oh-so-excited about lots of new stuff this semester, so invitation is widely open
to everyone.
If you have any questions, you can e-mail SimpsonSS@wofford.edu or DavisEK2@wofford.edu.
Thanks.
Lost and Found
Found: earring with dangling chain.  Call financial aid at 4160 to claim.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: From Student Affairs
Date: September 15, 2005 at 3:09 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Physical Plant Appreciation Reception
 
Please join the Student Affairs Staff in the Commons in the Raines Center on Friday,
September 16th at 2:40 p.m. as we show our appreciation for the hard work and long
hours of the Physical Plant Staff.  We could not have had a successful opening of the
2005-2006 academic year without their commitment to Wofford College.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 16, 2005 at 9:44 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Friday, September 16, 2005
- Snyder Field hosts Clemson & North Florida Sunday
- Travel Interest Meetings
- Yearbook Photos
- Library Exhibition on the United States Constitution
- Cabinets Available
- Newspapers in Post Office
- Health Kits for Hurricane Katrina Relief Efforts
- SASO hosting Yoga Class
- Car Wash on Saturday
- Monday, First AMS Meeting
- Lost and Found
Snyder Field hosts Clemson & North Florida Sunday
The Wofford soccer programs round out the busy slate of home athletic events this weekend with
a Sunday doubleheader.
The women face ACC foe Clemson at 2:00 pm, followed by the men's squad hosting North Florida
at 6:00 pm.
Enjoy an afternoon at Snyder Field and cheer on the Terriers.
Travel Interest Meetings
Students interested in going on travel Interim projects this January should plan to attend the
travel interest meetings on Tuesday, September 20th at 11:00, 11:20, and 11:40. If you are
unable to attend the meetings, please contact the sponsor(s) ASAP to discuss selection criteria,
payment deadlines, and project syllabi. Please note that these meetings are for information only,
not for enrollment or registration, or other commitment in any form. See
http://www.wofford.edu/interim/infoSessionstravel2006.asp for meeting locations.
Yearbook Photos
Yearbook Photos will be next week:
Tuesday 9 AM-7 PM Seniors
Wednesday 9 AM-7 PM Underclassmen
Thursday 9 AM-7 PM Seniors
Friday 9 AM-4 PM Underclassmen
Photos will be taken downstairs in Burwell. Please make time to stop by- there is no make up
date. Seniors should have received an email and need to schedule an appointment.
Library Exhibition on the United States Constitution
"'Tis Done! We have Become a Nation"--an exhibition of facsimiles of nineteen milestone
documents chronicling the development of the United States Constitution and Bill of Rights.
Sandor Teszler Library, Main Floor Exhibition Area, Sept. 16 - Oct. 3.
"In 1787 the United States marked its 11th year of independence. Americans had declared,
fought for, and won their independence from Great Britain. They had replaced the British colonial
system of government with one of their own making--a confederation. Yet in some respects the
revolution was still not over.
"The challenge facing Americans was to translate the guiding spirit of the revolution--beliefs in
political self-determination and personal freedom--into a viable, durable scheme of government.
The Constitutional Convention of 1787 was a response to that challenge.
"At the Convention, delegates debated fundamental questions relating to government, power, and
human nature. Out of those debates emerged a plan of government set forth in the U. S.
Constitution. Signed by the delegates in September 1787, the Constitution has defined American
government for . . . two centuries."
--National Archives and Records Administration
Cabinets Available
There are 5 tall file cabinets in the Sociology hall in Old Main that are not being used. If anyone
would like to have a file cabinet, they are welcome to come get it.
Newspapers in Post Office
The post office has been receiving stacks of Wall Street Journals, they have no name on them. If
they are yours please contact the post office.
Health Kits for Hurricane Katrina Relief Efforts
If you have any health kits for the Hurricane Katrina relief efforts, please turn them in to Lyn Pace
in Lobby 2 of Student Affairs in the Raines Center. All kits should be turned in by 5pm today -
Friday, September 16th.
If you have any questions, please contact Lyn Pace at 597.4402 or pacepl@wofford.edu.
SASO hosting Yoga Class
Welcome back Wofford Terriers. SASO would like to introduce Yoga Classes this year as part of
helping keep Wofford healthier and to increase Wofford's cultural awareness. Prashant Patel will
be teaching the class along with help from members of SASO. If you have extensive yoga
be teaching the class along with help from members of SASO. If you have extensive yoga
experience and would like to teach what you have learned to the class, please contact Prashant at
patelpp@wofford.edu. The classes will begin Saturday, September 17th. It will be held at 11:00
AM in the J.R. Gross Meditation Garden located off of Liberty Trail off of Evins Street. Please join
us for Yoga. We will also have a Tuesday morning class at 7:30 AM the same location. To sign up
please send an email to Kishan Govind at govindk@wofford.edu. We encourage all faculty, staff,
and students to join us for Yoga classes. Thank you.
Car Wash on Saturday
The Association of Multicultural Students is having a car wash at Auto Zone on East Main between
8:30am & 1pm. Some of the proceeds will be donated to help the hurricane victims. The
donations will be distributed between transfer students at Wofford and those in disaster areas.
Thank you for your support.
Monday, First AMS Meeting
On September 19, the Association of Multicultural Students will be having their first meeting in
Shipp Lounge at 6:00pm. We will be discussing upcoming events and activities. All students that
are interested in becoming a member of this organization is welcome. Contact
kobayashiy@wofford.edu for more information.
Lost and Found
Found: in Olin Theater a video called Global Business Today. It will be at the switchboard.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 19, 2005 at 9:35 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Daily Announcements - Monday, September 19, 2005
- Travel Interest Meetings
- Research in Denmark during Interim
- AWARE
- Internships in Spartanburg
- Career Fair at Clemson University - Sep 21 & 22
- Visitor from St. Andrews University
- Lions Club Interest Meeting
- La Table Française
- First AMS Meeting
- Amnesty International's First Meeting
- Wesley Fellowship Wednesday
- Yearbook Photo Times- This Week
- Pimp my Room--Sign up Extended
- Campus Union Meeting
- Lost and Found
Travel Interest Meetings
Students interested in going on travel Interim projects this January should plan to attend the
travel interest meetings on Tuesday, September 20th at 11:00, 11:20, and 11:40. If you are
unable to attend the meetings, please contact the sponsor(s) ASAP to discuss selection criteria,
payment deadlines, and project syllabi. Please note that these meetings are for information only,
not for enrollment or registration, or other commitment in any form. See
http://www.wofford.edu/interim/infoSessionstravel2006.asp for meeting locations.
Research in Denmark during Interim
There are some exciting research opportunities for Interim 2006 at the Denmark Technical
University in Copenhagen. If you are interested in Physics, Computer Science, or Biochemistry
and would like to travel overseas during Interim, please contact the Office of Programs Abroad at
x. 4026 ASAP.
AWARE
A new student run organization is being formed on campus to raise awareness about world
issues. We will educate the community on one issue a month and will have an event to help those
involved. If you would like a leader from AWARE come to your class to talk to your students
about the issue of the month or AWARE in general, please contact Stephanie Johnson at
JohnsonSE@wofford.edu.
Internships in Spartanburg
Career Services received information on two internships with a new marketing company, Launch,
LLC. 1. Business Strategy Intern - will work in such areas as growth strategy, marketing
positioning, cluster analysis. 2. Graphic Design Intern - will work in such areas as creating
product mock-ups and business packages. Please call (4260) or come by Career Services--Rm
10-Raines Center--for complete information. See also www.launchsomething.com.
Career Fair at Clemson University - Sep 21 & 22
Clemson University will hold a Career Fair on Wed., Sep 21 and Th., Sep 22 from 10 AM - 3 PM in
the Hendrix Student Center. Wofford students are invited to attend and no pre-registration is
necessary. Clemson students are given priority to interview; however, you should take multiple
copies of your resume with you. If you need resume assistance, please call Career Services at
4260. For information on the Career Fair, go to www.clemson.edu and under "search" type in
"career fair."
Visitor from St. Andrews University
Students interested in studying overseas at St. Andrews University are strongly encouraged to
attend an informational session at 1pm on Tuesday, September 20 in the Office of Programs
Abroad (located in the DuPre Administration Building). Representative Stephen Magee will be on
hand to discuss the program and its offerings.
Lions Club Interest Meeting
The Wofford College Lions Club was the FIRST collegiate Lions Club established in South Carolina.
There are currently 1.35 million Lions in 194 countries. 
Our annual activities include an Easter Egg Hunt for the SC School for the Deaf and Blind and
working concessions for Wofford Home Basketball games. 
There will be an interest meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 21st at 5:00 PM in RMSC 318. Come and
be a part of a worldwide service organization. If you can't make the interest meeting but still
have interest contact Erin Bailey @ baileyec@wofford.edu.
La Table Française
Are you a Francophile? Do you want to have some exposure to casual conversational French? La
Table Française a commencé just for people like you. Both faculty and students are welcome to
attend this Tuesday from 11:30 - 12:30 PM in the Dean's Dining Room; come for as much time as
you can spare. Please contact Elizabeth Norman (NormanEA@Wofford.edu) for more information.
First AMS Meeting
Tonight at 6:00pm in Shipp Lounge, the Association of Multicultural Students will have their first
meeting of the school year. For those that are interested in being a member, please come out. If
meeting of the school year. For those that are interested in being a member, please come out. If
you would like more information contact kobayashiy@wofford.edu.
Amnesty International's First Meeting
Amnesty International works globally to prevent torture and other violations of human rights, and
we will have our first meeting today in Acorn Cafe at 5:30pm. We will be writing letters to Mexico
and Iran, as well as getting to know each other and the organization. 
Any questions, contact Brandi Eastman at eastmanbd@wofford.edu or Lauren Stephenson at
stephensonle@wofford.edu.
Wesley Fellowship Wednesday
Wesley Fellowship will meet on Wednesday for a Bible study led by Lyn Pace. Dinner will be
catered from Moe's. Bring your Bibles, and meet in front of Burwell at 5:20 to walk across the
street to the PSA house as a group. The meeting will last from 5:30 to 7:00.
Yearbook Photo Times- This Week
Yearbook Photos will be the following times:
Tuesday (seniors) 10:30-3 and 4:30-6:30
Wednesday (underclassmen) 10:30-2 and 4-7
Thursday (seniors) 10:30-2 and 3:30-6
Friday (underclassmen) 9-3
Please note changes from previous times. There is no make-up date.
Pimp my Room - Sign up Extended
Sign up through this Tuesday to have a chance to win. Stakes are huge...First prize $100, 2nd is
$50, and 3rd is $25. If you have any questions, ask your RA or email RollisonJH@wofford.edu.
  Sponsored by Residence Life.
Campus Union Meeting
The weekly Campus Union Meeting will be held today at 6:00pm in Olin Theater. This will be an
open meeting for anyone to attend or can be viewed live on Ch. 2.
Lost and Found
Lost: pair of Oakley half-jackets: silver mirrored lenses, black/gray pattern on frames.  If found
contact Zach Chillag at chillagze@wofford.edu.
Lost: On Wednesday evening at the Athletic Dinner, a pair of grey Adidas football gloves and a
white wristband with a terrier printed on it, was possibly misplaced into somebody's
belongings/bag.  Please check and see if you have these items and call Josh Smith at ext. 5319
or Jaya Abraham at 864-357-6617. 
Lost: Green economics notebook in Shipp Lounge last Thursday.  Contact
kilbourneaw@wofford.edu if found.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 20, 2005 at 9:45 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements - Tuesday, September 20, 2005
- Women's soccer at home tomorrow
- Visitor from St. Andrews University
- Important notice from Career Services
- Planning on law school?
- On-Campus interviews - Oct. 5
- Mosaic
- New Faculty Luncheon Today at 11:30 am
- La Table Française
- Lost and Found
Women's soccer at home tomorrow
The Wofford women's soccer team hosts Coastal Carolina tomorrow night at 7:00 pm at Snyder
Field.
Come out and support the ladies tomorrow night.
Visitor from St. Andrews University
Students interested in studying overseas at St. Andrews University are strongly encouraged to
attend an informational session at 1pm today in the Office of Programs Abroad (located in the
DuPre Administration Building). Representative Stephen Magee will be on hand to discuss the
program and its offerings.
Important notice from Career Services
The Career Services Office is now located on the second floor of The Raines Center.
Planning on law school?
Come talk with the Dean of Admissions of Georgia State University College of Law on Thursday,
Sep. 29. These appointments (9:00 AM-12:30 PM) are open to any major. You must sign up for a
specific appointment (not interview) time: call Career Services at 4260 or come by the office on
the second floor of The Raines Center.
On-Campus interviews - Oct. 5
Southern Teachers Agency, the oldest teacher placement service in America, will hold on-campus
interviews on Wed., Oct. 5. Each year, hundreds of private/independent schools in the southeast
list teaching and coaching jobs with STA. Sign up ASAP in Career Services for a pre-screened
list teaching and coaching jobs with STA. Sign up ASAP in Career Services for a pre-screened
interview: teacher certification is not required and any major is welcome. They do, however, have
special needs for majors in math, science and foreign languages. Deadline for resumes in Career
Services is 1 PM, Wed., Sep 28.
Mosaic
Join us for Mosaic celebration Wednesday, September 21at 8:00 p.m. in McMillan Theater. Mosaic
is a worship experience which includes music, film, art and a message.
New Faculty Luncheon Today at 11:30 am
The first New Faculty Luncheon will take place today, Tuesday, September 20th, from 11:30 am
until 12:30 pm in the AAAS room on the first floor of Burwell. The topic will be “Athletics
Supporting Academics at Wofford” and our guests will include Richard Johnson (Director of
Athletics), Mark Line (Associate Director of Athletics), Elizabeth Wilkes (Director of Compliance
and Ticketing), and Ted Monroe (Faculty Athletics Representative). 
Each New Faculty Luncheon explores an issue of particular interest to new and junior faculty;
however, all faculty and staff are welcome to attend. You may purchase a lunch in the Faculty
Dining Room or bring your own. For further information, please contact Charlotte Knotts-Zides at
knottszidesca@wofford.edu or at extension 4534. 
La Table Française
Are you a Francophile? Do you want to have some exposure to casual conversational French? La
Table Française a commencé just for people like you. Both faculty and students are welcome to
attend today from 11:30 - 12:30 PM in the Dean's Dining Room; come for as much time as you
can spare. Please contact Elizabeth Norman (NormanEA@Wofford.edu) for more information.
Lost and Found
Lost: Ladies anniversary ring lost in the ladies restroom in the library. Please contact Rosa Bethea
if found at 4320.
Lost: A silver Slane & Slane bangle bracelet. It was last seen at the row on Saturday night. It has
sentimental value to me, so please contact huckstl@wofford.edu if you have found it.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 21, 2005 at 10:02 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements - Wednesday, September 21, 2005
- Wesley Fellowship Tonight
- Department of State Internship Program
- Faculty/Staff Football Reminder
- Novel Experience Convocation with author Ha Jin
- "Criminalistic Chemistry" Talk at Converse College
- Lost and Found
Wesley Fellowship Tonight
Wesley Fellowship will meet tonight for a Bible study led by Lyn Pace. Dinner will be catered from
Moe's. Bring your Bibles, and meet in front of Burwell at 5:20 to walk across the street to the PSA
house as a group. The meeting will last from 5:30 to 7:00.
Department of State Internship Program
The Career Services Office has received information booklets on the 2006 State Department
Internship and Fellowship Programs. The internships are both domestic and foreign and are in
various divisions of the department. Application deadline for summer '06 is November 1, 2005.
All applications must be made online at "Gateway to State": www.careers.state.gov, click on
"Student Programs" and access "Gateway."
Faculty/Staff Football Reminder
If you are interested in playing on the faculty/staff IM football team, please contact Matt Cathey
at catheyme@wofford.edu by Friday. We have enough people to fill a men's team, but more
people would be appreciated.
Novel Experience Convocation with author Ha Jin
Internationally acclaimed author Ha Jin will be on the Wofford College campus for two events on
Thursday, Sept. 22 – The Novel Experience 11 a.m. convocation and a 7:30 p.m. reading. Ha
Jin’s award-winning novel “Waiting” was the selection assigned to first-year Wofford students for
The Novel Experience. Each student wrote an essay concerning the novel, and one essay from
each section was selected for publication in a book to be distributed at Thursday’s convocation.
The convocation will be at 11 a.m. in Benjamin Johnson Arena. The reading will be from 7:30 to
8:30 p.m. in the McMillan Theater in The Raines Center.
"Criminalistic Chemistry" Talk at Converse College
Do you love watching CSI? Does forensic science fascinate you? Then come hear Dr. Scott Goode
from the University of South Carolina speak on "Criminalistic Chemistry" on Thursday, September
22 at 6:30 PM in Dalton Auditorium, Phifer 103 (the ground level of the new science building). Dr.
Goode is a forensic scientist who has testified at many trials as an “expert witness.” His talk will
focus on what is good scientific evidence.
Are you a science major who wants to go to graduate school? Then join Converse students and
Dr. Goode at 5:00 PM on Thursday on the main floor lobby of Phifer to hear a special discussion
on graduate school programs in the sciences in general and the biochemistry and chemistry
programs at USC in particular.
This event is sponsored by the Science Forum of Converse College.
Lost and Found
Lost: a book on the 2nd floor of Milliken Science Center. The title of the book is "A Study in
Scarlet and the Sign of Four." Author's last name is Doyle. It's a thin, paperback book. Contact
nicholsjl1@wofford.edu or call 4854 if found. 
Lost: Pair of men's Bolle sunglasses, brown in color, with the Bolle name written across both sides
of the glasses. A Palmetto tree croakie is attached to the glasses. Last seen near the racquetball
courts in the Richardson Building on Friday. Please contact , BryanHA@wofford.edu, if you have
found them. 
Lost: sunglasses in the Verandah lot at the game on Saturday. They are black and you can barely
read Sweetwater on the inner band. Please contact Wesley Henderson at
hendersonwe@wofford.edu if found.
Found: Blue Polaroid disposable camera. Left at Athletic Banquet last week. Call 5319 or email
smithjb@wofford.edu if it's yours.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: From Human Resources
Date: September 21, 2005 at 10:33 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
 




Subject: Benefit Plan Information
 
Excitement is definitely in the air at Wofford this year! We extend a hearty welcome to all new
faculty and staff.  The attached information is for all current and soon-to-be participants in our













From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: From Communications Office
Date: September 21, 2005 at 10:55 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Faculty and Staff:
We are in the process of updating the current printed campus directory. If you were in the
directory last year, please email me (smithpa@wofford.edu) any changes or let me know
that your information is correct.
 
If you are new this year, please print out the attached form and return to me in the
Communications Office asap.
 




From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: From Athletics - Terrier Ball Tickets
Date: September 21, 2005 at 1:25 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
The Terrier Ball is Saturday, October 8th at 7:00pm in the Benjamin Johnson Arena. Faculty and staff
tickets are now available for $25 per person (limit two). The Terrier Club has many wonderful items for
this year’s auction. You may preview and begin bidding on some of the wonderful items now at our
New Online Auction. Just go to http://Terrierball.cmarket.com and start bidding now! Contact the
athletic office at 4090 for more information and to purchase your tickets.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
/O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAGEJB
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 22, 2005 at 9:55 AM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
Wofford College Faculty/Staff Daily Announcements - Thursday, September 22, 2005
- Planning on law school?
- Holy Communion
- Register by this Mon. for Oak Ridge Day of Science
- Guitar Duo at Wofford: Troubadour Series
- Rescheduled Car Wash
- Souljahs For Christ Meeting
- The Eula Sherman Scholarship for Fall 2005
- Campus Union Freshmen Delegate Elections
- Wofford alum to be featured on CBS
 
Planning on law school?
Come talk with the Dean of Admissions of the Georgia State University College of Law on
Thursday, September 29. The appointments are from 9:00 AM - 12:30 PM and are open to any
major. You must sign up for a specific appointment by calling Career Services at 4260. Deadline
for signup is Monday, September 26 at 5:00 PM.
Holy Communion
The Wofford Community will celebrate Holy Communion this Thursday at 5:30 pm in Players
Corner, (outside Burwell). The twenty-minute service is open to all. Refresh your spirit with this
special time of prayer and sacrament.
Register by this Mon. for Oak Ridge Day of Sciene
Dr. Mackay Salley will be taking a group of faculty and students to Oak Ridge National
Laboratory's (ORNL) Day of Science on Monday, October 10, 2005. They will leave Sunday
afternoon and return Monday evening. ORNL will pay for the trip, but you must register and let
Dr. Angela Shiflet (shifletab@wofford.edu) know of your interest by Monday, September 26. More
information and the registration form can be found at: http://www.orau.gov/dayofscience/.
The Day of Science event will allow students to:
• Meet and talk with laboratory representatives about opportunities for PAID internships, co-op
positions, and full-time positions. 
• Meet and talk to top scientists about their research and opportunities for collaboration. 
• Explore the cutting-edge scientific research conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL).
Guitar Duo at Wofford: Troubadour Series
The internationally acclaimed duo Maccari-Pugliese from Milan, Italy, is performing tonight,
Thurday, at 7:00 PM in the Papadopoulos Building lounge. Claudio Maccari and Paolo Pugliese are
two of Europe's bright stars on the classical guitar horizon. Don't miss this wonderful opportunity
to hear them up close and personally! (www.maccaripugliese.com)
Rescheduled Car Wash
The Association of Multicultural Students has rescheduled our previous car wash for this
Saturday, September 24 b/w 8:30 and 1 pm at the BCM next to the Wofford Bookstore. Some of
the proceeds will go to victims of Katrina. Thank you for your support.
Souljahs For Christ Meeting
Tonight at 6:30, Souljahs For Christ will be having Bible Jeopardy in Olin 114. Relax and come
enjoy having fellowship while playing games. Go to www.sfc.moonfruit.com for more information.
The Eula Sherman Scholarship for Fall 2005
Altrusa International, Inc. of Spartanburg is now accepting applications for the Eula Sherman
Scholarship. Two $600 scholarships will be awarded to qualified applicants who are Spartanburg
County residents that are enrolled in an accredited institution of higher education. Special
consideration will be given to those applicants who plan to remain in the area, are a non-
traditional students seeking to upgrade their work skills and have demonstrated financial need.
Please contact the Wofford Financial Aid Office (X-4160) for additional information and to obtain
an application. The deadline to apply is October 8, 2005. 
Campus Union Freshmen Delegate Elections
Petitions for those freshmen interested in running for one of the six Freshmen Delegate positions
are now available on the second floor of Student Affairs, on the bookcase in the hallway. Petitions
are due back to Mrs. Thomas by noon next Wednesday. Good luck! If you have any questions,
please email Elise Boos (boosew@wofford.edu). 
Wofford alum to be featured on CBS
The Rev. Lyndon Harris '83 will be featured on the CBS television network this Sunday, Sept. 25. 
He will be one of the speakers featured in "Caregivers," an interfaith religion special that takes an
inside look at spiritual caregivers who offer support during times of great trauma, and how they
sustain themselves during such emotionally draining work. Rev. Harris is the former pastor at St.
Paul's Chapel, located directly across from the World Trade Center. He will discuss his work at the
church after 9/11, and the Garden of Forgiveness at Ground Zero initiative.
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Subject: Daily Announcements
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Friday, September 23, 2005
- From FCA
- Announcement for Collegetown Idol Competition
- Car Wash Tomorrow




- Last Day for Yearbook Photos
- Sunday Movie: Lost in Translation, Sept 25 at 8 pm
- Lost and Found
From FCA
To All Wofford Students:
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes group would like to clear up confusion regarding the food
fight held last night. As announced in various emails the club did use food from Burwell. The food
given was old and un-usable.  We want to thank Burwell for letting FCA take food that would have
otherwise been disposed of.
 
Sincerely,
Wofford Chapter of Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Announcement for Collegetown Idol Competition
Interested in winning $700....or even up to $1300?
Then make plans now to enter the Wofford College Idol Competition on October 12th at 8pm at
Players Corner.  Talent Competition Winner will receive $200 prize and the winners of the Lip Sync
Competition will receive a $300 prize.  Wofford winners will advance to the CollegeFest Idol
Competition on October 22nd with the opportunity to win up to $500 (talent) or $1000(lip sync). 
Contact Katie Langley at langleykj@wofford.edu to receive a registration form and guidelines. 
Deadline to register is October 10th. 
Car Wash Tomorrow
Come support Katrina Victims and the Association of Multicultural Students Saturday, Sept. 24 at
the BCM next to the Wofford Bookstore. We will be there between 8:30 and 1pm. Thank you for
your support.
Campus Union Freshmen Elections
Petitions for those freshmen interested in running for one of the six Freshmen Delegate positions
are now available on the second floor of Student Affairs, on the bookcase in the hallway. Petitions
are due back to Mrs. Thomas by noon on Wednesday. Good luck. If you have any questions,
are due back to Mrs. Thomas by noon on Wednesday. Good luck. If you have any questions,
please email Elise Boos (boosew@wofford.edu).
Job Posting
Tutoring for High School A.P. Biology. Contact Michelle George at georgemf@wofford.edu for more
information.
Pep Band
Those interested in joining the Wofford College Pep Band please email edgesl@wofford.edu the
following: name, instrument, email address. You do not have to be enrolled in band to
participate. The pep band will play at basketball games and possibly football games, if we have
enough players.
Admissions Parking
On Monday, September 26th the Admission Department will be hosting an ACT Workshop in the
AAAS Room. The back part of the Admission Parking Lot will be reserved for visitor parking. Also,
there will be 50 guests in the Faculty Dining Room buffet line at noon.
Last Day for Yearbook Photos
Friday is the last day for yearbook photos. 
The photographer will be set up from 9:00-2:30. Photos are downstairs in Burwell (old career
services offices). There is no make-up date.
Sunday Movie: Lost in Translation, Sept 25 at 8 pm
Join us this Sunday at 8 pm in McMillan Theater (The Raines Center) for "Lost in Translation",
starring Bill Murray and Scarlett Johansson. "A movie star with a sense of emptiness, and a
neglected newlywed meet up as strangers in Tokyo and form an unlikely bond."
(There will not be movies shown Friday, Sept 23 or Saturday, Sept. 24 due to sorority recruitment
activities being held in the theater.) 
Lost and Found
Found: The following items can be claimed at the Olin lab help desk:
- A black foam drink koozie labeled “The Citadel” 
- A woman’s pair of DKNY sunglasses (dark brown tortoise shell) 
- A 1-liter Wofford Service Learning water jug 
- RUBI Spanish Television DVD set
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Monday, September 26, 2005
- Campus Union Freshmen Elections
- Class of '06 - Career Services Reception
- On-Campus Recruiting in Career Services
- PSA - Ghana visitors
- Transportation from Charlotte Airport?
- Aramark to Speak at Campus Union 
- Amnesty International Meeting
- Lost and Found
Campus Union Freshmen Elections
Petitions for those freshmen interested in running for one of the six Freshmen Delegate positions
are now available on the second floor of Student Affairs, on the bookcase in the hallway. Petitions
are due back to Mrs. Thomas by noon on Wednesday. Good luck! If you have any questions,
please email Elise Boos (boosew@wofford.edu).
Class of '06 - Career Services Reception
Seniors, learn how Career Services can help you plan for life after May '06 and what events are
on the Career Services' fall '05 schedule. Come to an information reception in the Commons on
Tuesday, September 27 at 11:00 AM. Cookies, smoothies and great information.
On-Campus Recruiting in Career Services
Information Appointments: Th., Sep 29 - 9:00 AM-Noon - GA State College of Law; Th., Sep. 29 -
Burwell Lobby - information table - Chinese Culture Center; Mon., Oct. 3 - 9 AM-Noon - Clemson
Graduate School (all programs.)
Interviews: Wed., Oct. 5 - Southern Teachers Agency - 9 AM-5 PM - resume deadline noon, Wed.,
Oct. 28.
Please call Career Services at 4260 to sign up for an appointment/interview time slot.
PSA - Ghana visitors
Tuesday: 
6:30 pm Dinner and a Program: Very special night for us- Our friends from GHANA will be with us
to share their lives with us. You will not want to miss this special treat. It is not often we have
this special time with such special guests. They have had a difficult time getting here.
582-55600
http://spartanburgpsa.org    
Transportation from Charlotte Airport?
Is there anyone who could pick up concert pianist Ana Lourdes Rodriguez from the Charlotte
Airport on Tues, Sept. 27, at 5:30 PM? Ana plays at Wofford on Thurs; a ride for her from
Charlotte to Spartanburg would be of great help. I can help with gas and a bit more.
Thanks,
Dr. Akers X4261
Aramark to Speak at Campus Union
Sam Walker of Aramark will be at tonight's Campus Union meeting to answer questions and take
suggestions about food services on Wofford's Campus. The meeting will begin at 6 pm in Olin
Theater and will be televised on channel 2.
Amnesty International Meeting
Amnesty will be meeting today at 6:30pm in Acorn Cafe. We will be writing letters and talking
about upcoming events. We look forward to seeing you there.
Any questions, contact Brandi eastmanbd@wofford.edu or Lauren stephensonle@wofford.edu
Lost and Found
Found: A copy of the Norton Anthology of English Literature (Middle Ages) was found in the
Papadopoulos Building lounge after the Troubadour Series event on September 5. Call 4261 to
claim it. 
Found: in the Olin Bldg - a watch and 2 scientific calculators. Items can be picked up at the
switchboard.
Lost: a set of keys including room and car keys.  Keys to Jeep Grand Cherokee. Connected to
Wofford hangy band.  Contact David Blair at (352) 208-3762.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Tuesday, September 27, 2005
- Campus Union Freshmen Elections
- Drop in at Health Services
- Transportation from Charlotte Airport to Wofford?
- Join us for Campus Outreach
- Mosaic
- Volleyball hosts Furman tomorrow; dinner in Arena
- Men's soccer hosts UNCA tomorrow
- Posters for fall sports teams available
- Rotaract Meeting
- Lions Club Meeting
Campus Union Freshmen Elections
One more day.... Petitions for those freshmen interested in running for one of the six Freshmen
Delegate positions are now available on the second floor of Student Affairs, on the bookcase in
the hallway. Petitions are due back to Mrs. Thomas by noon on Wednesday. Good luck. If you
have any questions, please email Elise Boos (boosew@wofford.edu).
Drop in at Health Services
We are celebrating fall and want you to join us. Drop in at Health Services this Thursday from
11:00am-3:00pm to get information on relationships in the college setting, Wofford Walking Club,
travel vaccination needs and general Wellness resources available to you right here on campus.
Enjoy homemade food and enter drawings for great gifts. Health Services is located across Marsh
and Greene residence halls. For questions call x4370
Transportation from Charlotte Airport to Wofford?
Is there anyone who could pick up concert pianist Ana Lourdes Rodriguez from the Charlotte
Airport on Tues, Sept. 27, at 5:30 PM? Ana plays at Wofford on Thurs; a ride for her from
Charlotte to Spartanburg would be of great help. I can help with gas and a bit more.
Thanks,
Dr. Akers X4261 akersjc@wofford.edu  
Join us for Campus Outreach
Campus Outreach is having a meeting. Come to the AAAS (underneath Burwell) at 9:15 p.m. on
Wednesday September 28th. Can't wait to see everyone there.
Mosaic
Join us Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. McMillan Theater for Mosaic, a worship that weaves together
music, film, art and a message.
Volleyball hosts Furman tomorrow; dinner in Arena
The Terrier volleyball team hosts Furman tomorrow night at 6:00 pm inside the Benjamin
Johnson Arena. 
Tomorrow's match marks the first "BBQ in the BenJo" event as the evening meal will be served
on the concourse of the Arena instead of Burwell. Come out and support the Terriers and help
them BEAT FURMAN.
Special "BEAT FURMAN" t-shirts will be launched into the crowd and the 20 loudest fans will get a
special Wofford Volleyball t-shirt.
Men's soccer hosts UNCA tomorrow
The men's soccer team hosts UNC Asheville tomorrow night at Snyder Field at 6pm.
This match was originally scheduled for September 3 but was moved due to a travel restriction
imposed by the State of North Carolina in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.
Posters for fall sports teams available
Posters for men's soccer, women's soccer, volleyball and football are available at the Wofford Post
Office and in the Richardson Building (Coaches Office Lobby).  If you want a poster and can't find
one, e-mail mathisld@wofford.edu.
Thanks to the following sponsors for making the 2005 fall sports posters possible: Enterprise
Rent-A-Car, South Carolina Education Lottery, The Real Yellow Pages from BellSouth, Regional
Sports Medicine at Wofford & Orthopedic Specialties
Rotaract Meeting
Rotaract will be having another oh-so-exciting meeting this Thursday in the AAAS room in the
bottom of Burwell at 12:00...just grab your lunch from upstairs and pop down. We will be having
a speaker, Eric Jones, from the Chinese Cultural Center speaking with us on teaching English in
China. Everyone is invited.
Lions Club Meeting
There will be a Lions Club Meeting for current members and anyone who still has interest this
Wednesday at 7:30 PM in Room 318 in the Milliken Science Building.
Come out and be a part of the first collegiate Lions Club in South Carolina.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
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Subject: from financial aid
Date: September 27, 2005 at 10:03 PM
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David L. Boren Graduate Fellowships  /  The National Security Education Program
 
 
National Security in the 21st Century
 
The National Security Education Program, created by Congress in 1991, addresses the need to
increase the ability of Americans to communicate and compete globally by knowing the languages and
cultures of other countries.  NSEP embodies a recognition that the scope of national security has
expanded to include not only the traditional concerns of protecting and promoting American well-being,
but the new challenges of a global society, including sustainable development, environmental,
degradation, global disease and hunger, population growth and migration, and economic
competitiveness.
 
Expand Your international Skills and Experiences
 
NSEP David L. Boren Graduate Fellowships offer you a unique opportunity to expand your
understanding of countries and languages critical to US national security.  Each year, NSEP makes it
possible for 85-90 graduate students to pursue the study of languages and cultures.  If you are
interested in studying areas of the world other than Western Europe, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand, NSEP may offer you an important opportunity.
 
Countries, Languages and Fields of Study
 
NSEP emphasizes countries, languages, and fields of study deemed critical to US national security. 
You can select from a list that includes more 85 countries and 45 languages.  NSEP emphasizes a
diverse range of fields of study, including business, political science, international affairs, science,
engineering, health, law, economics, history, and other social sciences.
 
Eligibility, Application and Selection
 
NSEP welcomes applications from US citizens enrolled in or applying to a graduate degree program in
an accredited US college or university located within the United States.  Applicants design their own
programs and may combine domestic language and cultural study with overseas study.  All Fellowships
must include formal study of a modern language other than English and the study of an area and




Boren Fellowship award recipients must work in the Departments of Defense, Homeland Security,
State or the Intelligence Community.  If an award recipient demonstrates that no appropriate position is
available in one of these agencies after making a full and good faith effort in accordance with
conditions established NSEP, s/he may work in any US federal department or agency.  Boren Fellows
are expected to use the language or regional expertise acquired as a result of the award in their work
for the US government.  The length of the service requirement is equivalent to the duration of support
provided by NSEP, but in no case less than one year.
 
If you are interested in learning more about NSEP, please visit the David L. Boren Graduate
Fellowships web page at www.aed.org/nsep.  You may also contact the Boren Fellowships Program
office by email at nsep@aed.org, by phone at 202-884-8285 or by writing to:  Academy for Educational
Development/NSEP
1825 Connecticut Avenue, NW
1825 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC  20009-5721
Application Deadline date is January 30th.
From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
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Subject: from Dean Roberta Bigger
Date: September 27, 2005 at 10:04 PM
To: Wofford Faculty/Staff (WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int) WoffordStaff@Wofford.Int
The Campus Directory is going to the printer tomorrow.  If your home address, telephone
number, spouse or title has changed since we printed last year's directory, you should contact
Ms. Pat Smith in the Communications Office today. 






From: Page, Jenni Brickhouse
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Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 28, 2005 at 10:05 AM
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Wednesday, September 28, 2005
- Freshmen Petitions Due
- Spades Tournament
- Friday Night Movie: "Good Bye Lenin!"
- Saturday Night Movie: "National Treasure"
- Sunday Night Movie: "50 First Dates"
- Campus Ministry Events
- Bio Students Present Summer Research Experiences
- Problems with Keycard Access
- Interviewing Workshop - Tuesday, October 4 - 4 PM
- From Dining Services
- Hispanic Heritage Month Event
- Medical University of SC Visit
- Twin Towers Halloween Carnival
- Wofford College Idol Competition sponsored by WAC
- Three Cheese Open Mic Night
- Lost and Found
Freshmen Petitions Due
Run! Campus Union election petitions for freshmen are due today by noon to Mrs. Thomas in
Student Affairs. You may email Elise Boos with questions.
Spades Tournament
AMS is hosting a Spades Tournament on Friday, September30 from 7:00pm - 9:00pm in the
Commons. If you and your partner would like to sign up, go by Dean Goss's office in Student
Affairs Office 1by September 29. There will be a $2 entrance fee for those playing, but everyone
is welcome to eat and party with AMS.
Friday Night Movie: "Good Bye Lenin!"
Friday, September 30 at 8 p.m. in McMillan Theater (Raines Center). Admission is free, and open
to everyone. This movie is sponsored by the Arts Living-Learning Community.
Synopsis: "In 1990, to protect his fragile mother from a fatal shock after a long coma; a young
man must keep her from learning that her beloved nation of East Germany as she knew it has
disappeared."
Saturday Night Movie: "National Treasure"
Saturday, October 1 at 8 p.m. in McMillan Theater (Raines Center). Admission is free, and open to
Saturday, October 1 at 8 p.m. in McMillan Theater (Raines Center). Admission is free, and open to
everyone!
Synopsis: "A treasure hunter is in hot pursuit of a mythical treasure that has been passed down
for centuries, while his employer turned enemy is onto the same path that he's on."
Sunday Night Movie: "50 First Dates"
Sunday, October 2 at 8 p.m. in McMillan Theater (Raines Center). Admission is free, and open to
everyone!
Synopsis: "Henry Roth is a man afraid of commitment up until he meets the beautiful Lucy. They
hit it off and Henry think he's finally found the girl of his dreams, until he discovers she has
short-term memory loss and forgets him the very next day."
Campus Ministry Events
This week's meeting will include a pizza dinner and the second week of our Bible study led by Lyn
Pace. Meet in front of Burwell at 5:20 to walk across the street to the PSA house. The meeting
will be 5:30 - 7:00. 
Join us for  Mosaic celebration Wednesday, September 28 at 8:00 p.m., in McMillan Theater.  This
special Service  weaves together  music, art, film and a message.  The series "The Parables"
continues through the Fall Semester.
  
Holy Communion will be observed Thursday, September 29 at 5:30p.m., in the AAAS Lounge of 
the Burwell Building.  Everyone is invited to participate. 
Bio Students Present Summer Research Experiences
Seven Wofford College Biology majors who conducted research during the summer of 2005 at
locations ranging from St. Jude's Childrens Hospital to UC-San Diego will present their research,
describe their experiences, and explain how they arranged their internships during presentations
lasting 10 minutes each beginning at 11:00 am in the Olin Theater onThursday, Sept. 29th.
Problems with Keycard Access
Students who have problems accessing Milliken with their keycard should contact Public Safety to
have it corrected.
Interviewing Workshop - Tuesday, October 4 - 4 PM
Career Services will offer an Interviewing Workshop in the AAAS Room on Tuesday, October 4
from 4:00-5:30 PM. Please call 4260 to get your name on the participant list.
From Dining Services
Menu for Grab-n-Go for Lunch on Wednesday is a Chicken Caesar Wrap. 
We are having a Picnic Dinner tonight for the Volleyball Match vs. Furman. Service times will be
from 5-7 in the Ben Johnson Arena.
Hispanic Heritage Month Event
Ana Lourdes Rodriguez, Cuban American pianist, will perform at 7:30 PM this Thursday,
September 29 in the McMillan Theater, near the Commons of the Raines Center. Her recital
showcases music of the Spanish-speaking world with Spanish, Argentine and Cuban composers.
This event is hosted by Multicultural Affairs and supported by the Troubadour Series--free to the
public.
Medical University of SC Visit
On Thursday, Oct 6, admissions reps from the Medical University of South Carolina will be at
Wofford to discuss their medical school program. Their presenation will begin at 6:30 in the Olin
Theater.
If you're planning on attending medical school and have NOT been to one of MUSC's
presentations, please try to attend.
Twin Towers Halloween Carnival
Please mark your calendars for the annual Twin Towers Halloween Carnival. This year's carnival
will be October 26th from 5-7pm in Andrew's Field House. Over 300 children will join us for the
night. Children of faculty and staff are invited to join in the fun! For more information, please
contact Lyn Pace at 4402 or pacepl@wofford.edu.
Wofford College Idol Competition sponsored by WAC
Interested in winning $700 or even up to 1300?? Then make plans now to enter the Wofford
College Idol Competition on October 12th at 8 pm at Players Corner. Talent Competition Winner
will receive $200 prize and the winners of the Lip Sync Competition will receive a $300 prize.
Wofford winners will advance to the CollegeFest Idol Competition on October 22nd with the
opportunity to win up to $500 (talent) or $1000 (lip sync). Contact Katie Langley at
langleykj@wofford.edu to receive a registration form and guidelines. Deadline to register is
October 10th.
Three Cheese Open Mic Night
Join the Living Learning Community for the Arts tonight (Wednesday) at 7:00 in the Commons for
Three Cheese Open Mic Night. Come with a song, a dance, a hilarious comedic routine, or just an
insatiable appetite for cheese. You'll leave ine-brie-ated. Trust us, it's gouda for you.
insatiable appetite for cheese. You'll leave ine-brie-ated. Trust us, it's gouda for you.
Lost and Found
Lost: A motorola flip phone was lost in the Anna Todd Wofford Center on Saturday. Please email
Kelly at TurekKM@wofford.edu if it is found.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Thursday, September 29, 2005
- Spades Tournament - last day to sign up
- Post a flyer. Program a program.
- Congratulations
- Interviewing Techniques Workshop
- Books being returned




- Student Research Presentations 11:00 Olin Theater
- Rotaract Meeting
- Taize Worship Experience on Sunday
- Worldwide Communion
Spades Tournament - last day to sign up
AMS is hosting a Spades Tournament tomorrow from 7:00pm - 9:00pm in the Commons. If you
and your partner would like to sign up, go by Dean Goss's office in Student Affairs Office 1 today
by 5pm. There will be a $2 entrance fee for those playing, but everyone is welcome to eat and
party with AMS.
Post a flyer. Program a program.
Faculty, students and staff are reminded that they can post flyers on the exterior doors of the
Burwell Building, the Raines Center and the Johnson fitness center. Announcements can not be
posted on the Milliken Science Building, the Olin Building, the windows of the dining room, the
windows and door of Zach's, the game room, or The Commons. Posters and flyers in these areas
or blocking the view from the dining room will be removed. Local businesses and non-Wofford
groups can post ads and flyers after they have been approved (stamped) in Student Affairs.
Please email Dean Bigger if you have any questions about these guidelines. Thank you for your
cooperation.
Congratulations
Two members of the Student Affairs staff received promotions this month. Dean Bigger named
Mr. John Blair, Director of the Raines Center and Conference Services, and she named Mr. Darrin
Goss, Assistant Dean of Students and Acting Director of Career Services. Please congratulate
them.
Interviewing Techniques Workshop
Career Services will hold an Interviewing Techniques Workshop on Tuesday, October 4 in the
AAAS Room from 4:00-5:30 PM. Please call 4260 to reserve a place.
Books being returned
Faculty and Students,
We are getting ready to start shipping the books back to the publishers. If you are waiting to
purchase a book because it is being used later in the term, don't. The books will be gone by
Wednesday Oct. 5, 2005. Please make sure to pick up any books that you may still need. 
After the books are returned we can still do special orders but it will take 7 to 10 days to get the
books in for you.
Thanks
Ben Wofford Books
Fall Drop- In At Health Services
Come join us on the front porch today at Health Services from 11am till 3pm for pertinent
wellness information, delicious food, and many great door prizes being given away every 30
minutes.
Holy Communion
Holy Communion will be observed Thursday, September 29 in the AAAS Lounge of Burwell at
5:30 p.m. Take 15 minutes out of your busy schedule to stop and refresh your mind and spirit
during this special time.
Sports Internships
Career Services has received information about internships with a) the Greenville Grrrowl and b)
the Spartanburg Stingers The Grrrowl are offering four unpaid internships during the season and
three unpaid internships in the off season. The internships are in sales/marketing, PR. community
relations and "corporate partnerships."
The Sptbg Stingers are offering internships (stipend plus commission) in these areas:
group/season ticket sales, promotions, media relations, concessions and athletic trainer. Contact
Career Services in the Raines Center for details.
Happy Birthday!
The Office of Student Affairs would like to wish the following students a Happy Birthday today:
William Barber, Christopher Garrett, James Koutroulias and Andrew Monson
Student Research Presentations 11:00 Olin Theater
Student Research Presentations 11:00 Olin Theater
Seven Biology majors who conducted research this past summer will describe their experiences in
10 minute presentations beginning at 11:00 am. Come hear what they did and discover how you
can arrange a paid summer research experience for yourself.
Rotaract Meeting
Rotaract will be having another oh-so-exciting meeting this Thursday in the AAAS room in the
bottom of Burwell at 12:00...just grab your lunch from upstairs and pop down. We will be having
a speaker, Eric Jones, from the Chinese Cultural Center speaking with us on teaching English in
China. Everyone is invited. If you have any questions...DavisEK2@wofford.edu.
Taize Worship Experience on Sunday
The Campus Ministry Center invites all who may be interested to a worship experience of prayer,
singing, and reflection in the form of a Taize worship service this Sunday, October 2nd, 6pm at
Bethel United Methodist Church. Please meet The Rev. Lyn Pace in front of the Raines Student
Center at 5:40pm to carpool together. If you have any questions, please contact Lyn at 4402 or
pacepl@wofford.edu.
Taizé, in the south of Burgundy, France, is the home of an international, ecumenical community,
founded there in 1940 by Brother Roger. Since the late 1950s, many thousands of young adults
from many countries have found their way to Taizé to take part in weekly meetings of prayer and
reflection.
Worldwide Communion
Please join us today at 5:30pm in the AAAS room as we celebrate Worldwide Communion. Our
communion worship today will include parts of The Great Thanksgiving read in both English and
Spanish. Refresh your spirit with this time of worship and in our sharing the sacrament together.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements - Friday, September 30, 2005
- Women's soccer hosts WCU Sunday
- Taize Worship
- Going to Atlanta this weekend?
- Instructions on How to Use Banner Web
Women's soccer hosts WCU Sunday
The Terrier women's soccer team welcomes Western Carolina to Snyder Field in the first home
conference match of the season.
The match begins at 2:00 pm on Sunday.
Remember, the Tropical Shaved Ice stand is always open during home soccer matches, be sure
and stop by and enjoy a Tropical Shaved Ice and catch the game.
Taize Worship
The Campus Ministry Center invites all who may be interested to a worship experience of prayer,
singing, and reflection in the form of a Taize worship service this Sunday, October 2nd, 6pm at
Bethel United Methodist Church. Please meet The Rev. Lyn Pace in front of the Raines Student
Center at 5:40pm to carpool together. If you have any questions, please contact Lyn at 4402 or
pacepl@wofford.edu.
Going to Atlanta this weekend?
Is anyone going to Atlanta or Athens Georgia this weekend who would like to carpool to save a
little bit of gas money (and for good company...) If so, my email is vaughnls@wofford.edu and
my extension is 8236. Thanks! Laura Vaughn 
Instructions on How to Use Banner Web
http://webs.wofford.edu/whisnantdm/Training/Banner/Students/Web%20Reg%20Main.htm
